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Our walk-behind scrapers exceed
industry expectation and set
unmatchable standards for removal
rates, durability, and safety.

Our ride-on scrapers are leaders in
quality, technology, and innovation.

Electric-Powered
Planetary Grinders
and Polishing Systems
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Shot blasters strip, clean, and profile
in a single time-saving step.

Our scarifiers are built for heavyduty surface preparation, including
coatings, overlayments, floor
covering, installation and more.

The industry’s leading performance
dust collectors safely contain the
maximum amount of even the finest
airborne particles. They efficiently
collect powders, concrete dust,
wood dust, and many other worksite by-products.

Walk-Behind Floor
Removal Systems

Shot Blasters

Ride-On Floor
Removal Systems

Scarifiers
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Featuring National’s patented
magnetic tooling system, our
planetary grinders create the
perfect profile for new coatings.

Dust Collectors

Friends and Partners,
Welcome to National Flooring Equipment, I would like to be the first to invite you to look through our 2015 catalog and
product offering. In addition to our current line of exceptional surface preparation solutions, we have some truly exciting
new equipment offerings.
In 1968, National began humbly as a supplier of carpet and flooring tools to craftsmen and trade professionals. Since then, we
have continued to innovate, create, and build the industry’s best equipment. However, we don’t stop there. We take great pride
in supporting everything that leaves our facility with unparalleled customer service. Our customers are the most important
part of our business, and we have 47 years of commitment behind us. We’re never going to stop working for your business.
At National, we focus on finding solutions to industry inefficiencies. Increasing production, reducing labor, and elevating the
standard of quality are the technical benchmarks from which we design, build, and service.
With over fifty United States and foreign patents, National boasts the most extensive product offering currently available
in the surface preparation industry.
Our commitment reaches beyond expectation, and it’s proven in our technology, innovation, and customer service.
If you have questions or are interested in more information, I encourage you to contact one of our industry leading
customer service representatives.
As always, we thank you for the opportunity to earn your business. We’re looking forward to working with you.

Cliff Olson
President & CEO

For fast service on National Equipment products, contact:
Toll-Free: 800.245.0267
Local: 763.315.5300
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Email: sales@nationalequipment.com
Online Help: Training.nationalequipment.com
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Propane-Powered
Planetary Grinders
and Polishing Systems

Burnishers

60

64

Propane grinders are mobile
and powerful.

Power Scrapers
vvand Hand Scrapers

Small but mighty, National’s scrapers
strip and remove tile and linoleum
from concrete floors.

These high-speed burnishers produce
a high-gloss finish through highvelocity continual rotations, reduced
torque, and engineered pad pressure.

Carpet Pullers

Heavy-duty carpet removal machines
work on any type of direct-glued-down
carpet , over any type of floor surface.
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Hand-Held Grinders
and Polishers

National’s hand-held grinders offer
the perfect solution for hard-to
-reach and confined spaces.

66

Pull Bars, Scoring
Tools, and Safety

Accessories to help out on the job site.
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FLOOR
REMOVAL
SYSTEMS
National Flooring Equipment has been engineering and
manufacturing the industry’s most productive and reliable
floor scrapers for over 47 years. Our scrapers exceed industry
expectation and set unmatchable standards for removal
rates, durability, and safety.
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550
550-W

WALK-BEHIND FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS
WALK-BEHIND FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

ADJUSTABLE HANDLE
WALK-BEHIND SCRAPER

FEATURES
The accelerated rpm, orbital-cutting action delivers an
efficient and operator-friendly work environment. With
decimal ratings under industry and safety standards,
the 550 is ideal for light commercial, residential, and DIY
markets.
A. Adjustable height and removable handle; easily
condenses for transport in any size vehicle
B. Angle-adjustment wheel changes pitch of the blade in
seconds
C. 1 HP motor with industrial-grade shaft has powerful
torque for removing tough applications, including lightto medium-grade hardwoods and residential ceramics
D. Removable front weight adjusts down-pressure and
facilitates easy loading/unloading
E. Kick plate/foot bar provides additional leverage to glide
through material and reduce back stress
F. Electric control box is welded solid to the machine frame
to prevent damage
G. Oscillating action rotates the cutting blade to cut
through a range of materials over various substrates;
extends life cycle of machine while reducing
maintenance costs
H. Ergonomically positioned lift points allow one person to
easily lift and carry

F
A
B

C
H
E

Included with the 550 and 550-W

D

Start-up blade package, conventional scraper blades, and
National’s patented carbide angle shank provide removal
versatility that far exceeds anything else on the market.

G

550/550-W SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

17 ¾"

Max. Height:

42 ½"

Height without handle:

21"

Max. Length:

32 ½"

Length without handle:

24"

Weight:

123 lb

Removable Weight:

44 lb

Weight (machine only):

79 lb

Speed:

Manual

RPM:

1725

Voltage:

115/230

Frequency:

60/50 Hz

HP:

1

Amps (full load):

14/7

• 147: 4” x 6” blade
• 7050-202: 3” x 10” blade
• 6285: 3” x 6” blade
• 552: Angle shank
• 551: Angle shank holder
• 6280-401B: 7/32 t-handle wrench
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor

Removes the following materials:
• Plastic floor coverings
• Foam
• Plastic droppings
• Parquet flooring
• Epoxy
• Chewing gum
• Indoor/outdoor felt
• Linoleum
• Ice
• Rubber backed carpet
• Adhesives

• Glued down carpet
• Asphalt tile
• Accumulated grime
• Paint from Floors
• Rubber and vinyl tile
• Roofing
• Tire marks
• Wood
• Ceramic
• Coatings

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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5280
5280

SELF-PROPELLED
SELF-PROPELLED
WALK-BEHIND
WALK-BEHIND
SCRAPER
SCRAPER

5280-W
5280-W

A
B

WALK-BEHIND FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

FEATURES
FEATURES

This hydraulically driven, forward self-propelled scraper
removes the worst of today’s soft goods such as glued
Thisfloors,
hydraulically
forward
self-propelled
down
gummy driven,
commercial
carpet,
VCT, sheetscraper
removes
of today’s
suchsport
as glued down
vinyl,
rubberthe
tile,worst
linoleum,
indoorsoft
andgoods
outdoor
floors, roofing
gummymaterial,
commercial
sheet vinyl, rubber tile,
surfaces,
andcarpet,
more. VCT,
The ergonomic
linoleum,
indoor
and outdoor
surfaces,
roofi
ng material,
features
of this
machine
reduce sport
operator
fatigue
while
and
more.
The
ergonomic
features
of
this
machine
reduce
optimizing time and labor savings. The compact design
operator
fatigue
while
optimizing
time and labor savings. The
makes
it ideal
for use
in confined
spaces.
compact design makes it ideal for use in confined spaces.
A. Forward self-propelled control
A. Forward self-propelled control
B. Variable speed up to 12 to 50 feet per minute
B. Variable speed up to 12 to 50 feet per minute
C. Lifting bail
C. Lifting bail
D. Self-contained, limited-maintenance hydraulic fluid
D. Self-contained, limited-maintenance hydraulic fluid
E. Removable 49-pound saddle weight help increase or
E. Removable
weight help increase or
decrease
down49-pound
pressure saddle
and traction
decrease down pressure and traction
F. Oscillating action rotates the cutting blade to
F. Oscillating
rotates
the cutting
blade to cut through
cut
through a action
range of
materials
over various
a range ofextends
materials
substrates;
substrates;
lifeover
cyclevarious
of machine
while extends life
cycle
of
machine
while
reducing
maintenance
costs
reducing maintenance costs

Includedwith
withthe
the5280
5280
Included
and5280-W
5280-W
and

C

• 6254:
50-foot,12-gauge
extension
cord
• 6254:
50-foot,12-gauge
extension
cord
• 148:
6” standard
blade
• 148:
5” x5”6”x standard
blade
• 6258:
x 12”
self-scoring
blade
• 6258:
3” x3”12”
self-scoring
blade
• 6286:
x 10”
heavy-duty
blade
• 6286:
3” x3”10”
heavy-duty
blade
• 7050-200:
6” premium
blade
• 7050-200:
3” x3”6”x premium
blade
•
7050-202:
3”
x
10”
premium
blade
• 7050-202: 3” x 10” premium blade
• 5280-402-SV:
Saddle
weight,
pounds
• 5280-402-SV:
Saddle
weight,
49 49
pounds
• 5280-137W:
6 mm
t-handle
wrench
• 5280-137W:
6 mm
t-handle
wrench
• 1009:
Safety
glasses
• 1009:
Safety
glasses
•
Instruction
manual
• Instruction manual
• One-year
manufacturer’s
warranty
parts
labor
• One-year
manufacturer’s
warranty
on on
parts
andand
labor

D

E

F

5280/5280-W SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
17"

5280/5280-W
Width:
Width:
Height:

17"39"

Height:
Length

39"27"

Length
Weight:

27"263 lb

Weight:
Removable Weight:
Removable Weight:
Weight (machine only):

26337lblb front/
49 lb saddle
37 lb front/
49177
lb saddle
lb

Weight
Speed:(machine only):

17712-50
lb ft/min

Speed:
RPM:

12-50
ft/min
1725/1425

RPM:
Voltage:

1725/1425
115/230

Voltage:
Frequency:

115/230
60/50 Hz

Frequency:
HP:

60/50
1 Hz

HP:
Amps (full load):

1 12/6.7

Amps
(full
load):
12/6.7standards
Meets
declaration
of conformity
and is CE certified
Meets declaration of conformity standards
and is CE certified

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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6280
Commander
6280 Commander

HYDRAULIC WALK-BEHIND SCRAPER
HYDRAULIC
WALK-BEHIND SCRAPER
6280-W
6280-W

A

B

K

D

C
J
H
J

E

F

WALK-BEHIND FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS
WALK-BEHIND FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

FEATURES
The 6280 removes the worst of today’s soft goods such as
FEATURES
glued down floors, gummy commercial carpet, VCT, sheet

The
removes
the worstindoor
of today’s
soft goods
such
as
vinyl,6280
rubber
tile, linoleum,
and outdoor
sport
surfaces,
glued
down
floors,and
gummy
sheet
roofing
material
more.commercial
Its compactcarpet,
designVCT,
makes
it ideal
vinyl,
rubber
tile, linoleum,
andside
outdoor
surfaces,
for use
in confined
spaces, indoor
while the
slide sport
weights
add
roofi
ng
material
and
more.
Its
compact
design
makes
it ideal
extra head pressure when forward and improved traction
for
usemoved
in confiover
ned spaces,
the side slide weights add
when
the backwhile
wheels.
extra head pressure when forward and improved traction
A. Ergonomically
hand grips; hydraulic forward
when
moved over designed
the back wheels.
drive; self-propelled reverse drive; variable speed 10 to 45
A. Ergonomically
designed
hydraulic
forward
feet per minute;
manualhand
drivegrips;
system
for throttle/speed
drive;
drive; variable speed 10 to 45
controlself-propelled
and smooth reverse
transitions
feet per minute; manual drive system for throttle/speed
B. Six handle positions for work under counters and other
control and smooth transitions
confined areas; collapses to save space during transport
B. Six
positions for work under counters and other
andhandle
storage
confined areas; collapses to save space during transport
C. Self-contained, limited-maintenance hydraulic fluid
and storage
D. Lifting bail
C. Self-contained, limited-maintenance hydraulic fluid
E. Secure-mount side slide weights adjust scraper-head
D. Lifting bail
pressure; slide the weights back to increase weight over
E. Secure-mount
travel wheels side slide weights adjust scraper-head
pressure; slide the weights back to increase weight over
F. New rounded front weight design better deflects loose
travel wheels
material during use
F. New rounded front weight design better deflects loose
G. Adjustable, self-cleaning, industrial-grade wheels
material during use
disengage for easy maneuvering
G. Adjustable, self-cleaning, industrial-grade wheels
H. Motor equipped with thermal-overload-protection circuitdisengage for easy maneuvering
breaker cord to eliminate unnecessary strain
H. Motor equipped with thermal-overload-protection circuitI. Oscillating action rotates the cutting blade to cut through
breaker cord to eliminate unnecessary strain
a range of materials over various substrates; extends life
I. Oscillating
action while
rotates
the cutting
blade to cut
through
cycle of machine
reducing
maintenance
costs
a range of materials over various substrates; extends life
J. New transport-wheel rack hanger on back of 6280 redesign
cycle of machine while reducing maintenance costs
K. New design incorporates nine isolators for the toughest jobs
J. New transport-wheel rack hanger on back of 6280 redesign
K. New design incorporates nine isolators for the toughest jobs

G
I

6280/6208-W
6280/6208-W SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

Width:
Width:
Max.
Max.Height:
Height:

1717¾"
¾"
46”
46”

Height
Height(handle
(handlefolded):
folded):

30"
30"

Max.
Max.Length
Length(fully
(fully
extended
extendedhandle):
handle):

51”
51”

Length
Length(handle
(handlefolded):
folded):
Weight:
Weight:

29"
29"
425
425lblb

Removable
RemovableWeight:
Weight:
Weight
(machine
Weight (machineonly):
only):

47
47lblbfront,
front,4343lblbside
side
335
lb
335 lb

Speed:
Speed:
RPM:
RPM:

10-45
10-45ft/min
ft/min
3450/2850
3450/2850

Voltage:
Voltage:

115/230
115/230

Frequency:
Frequency:
HP:
HP:

60/50
60/50Hz
Hz
1.5
1.5

Amps
13/7.5
Amps(full
(fullload):
load):
13/7.5
Meets
declaration
of
conformity
Meets declaration of conformitystandards
standards
and
ed
andisisCE
CEcertifi
certified

EE

6280-299
6280-299

Included
Included with
withthe
the6280
6280and
and6280-W
6280-W
• 6280-299: Front-wheel assembly
• 6280-299: Front-wheel assembly
• 6254: 50-foot,12-gauge extension cord
• 6254: 50-foot,12-gauge extension cord
• 148: 5” x 6” standard blade
• 148: 5” x 6” standard blade
• 6258: 3” x 12” self-scoring blade
• 6258: 3” x 12” self-scoring blade
• 6286: 3” x 10” heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 3” x 10” heavy-duty blade
• 7050-200: 3” x 6” premium blade
• 7050-200: 3” x 6” premium blade
• 7050-202: 3” x 10” premium blade
• 7050-202: 3” x 10” premium blade
• 6280-320: Sliding weight package
• 6280-320: Sliding weight package
• 6280-401B: 7/32 t-handle wrench
• 6280-401B: 7/32 t-handle wrench
• 1009: Safety glasses
• 1009: Safety glasses
• Instruction manual
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor
Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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WALK-BEHIND FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

6280HD
Gladiator

FEATURES

HYDRAULIC WALK-BEHIND SCRAPER

A. Ergonomically designed, adjustable-position hand
grips; hydraulic forward drive; self-propelled reverse
drive; variable speed 10 to 45 feet per minute; optional
manual drive with removal of drive pins; system for
throttle/speed control and smooth transitions
B. Six handle positions for work under racks and in
other confined areas; collapses to save space during
transport and storage
C. Self-contained, limited-maintenance hydraulic fluid
D. Lifting bail
E. Secure-mount side slide-weights adjust scraper-head
pressure; Side slide-weights add extra head-pressure
when forward, and improved traction when moved
over the back wheels
F. New rounded front-weight design better deflects
loose material during use
G. Adjustable, self-cleaning, industrial-grade wheels
disengage by clip-pin removal for easy non-powered
maneuvering
H. Motor equipped with thermal-overload protection
circuit-breaker to eliminate unnecessary strain and
electrical overload
I. Oscillating action rotates the cutting blade to
cut through a range of materials over various
substrates; extends life cycle of machine while
reducing maintenance costs

A

B

D

The 6280 removes the worst of today’s hard goods such
as glued down floors, gummy commercial carpet, VCT,
sheet vinyl, rubber tile, linoleum, indoor and outdoor
sport surfaces, roofing material, and more. Its compact
design makes it ideal for use in confined spaces, while
the side slide-weights add extra head pressure when
forward and improved traction when moved over the
back wheels. This unit is designed to take up soft and
hard goods, such as tile, wood flooring, and thin-set.

C

H
E

F
G
I

Included with the 6280-HD
6280-HD SPECIFICATIONS

6

Width:

17 ¾"

Max. Height:

46 ¾"

Height (handle folded):

29 ¾”

Max. Length (fully
extended handle):

49 ½"

Length (handle folded):

29 ½"

Weight:

490 lb

Removable Weight:

78 lb front, 43 lb side

Weight (machine only):

369 lb

Speed:

up to 30 ft/min

RPM:

1725/1425

Voltage:

115/230

Frequency:

60/50 Hz

HP:

1.5

Amps (full load):

14.7/10.5

• 6254: 50-foot,12-gauge extension cord
• 6255-BU: 4” x 6” blade
• 6258-BU: 3”x 12” blade
• 6276: 3” x 10” heavy-duty blade
• 6280HD-250: Transport-wheel assembly
• 7050-200: 3” x 6” premium blade
• 7050-202: 3” x 10” premium blade
• 7050-203: 3” x 12” premium blade
• 7050-204: 3” x 14” premium blade
• 6280-401B: 7/32 t-handle wrench
• 7280-2B: 22-degree angle attachment
• 7280-2C: 30-degree angle attachment
• 7280-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7280-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7280-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 7280-12RBH: 12-inch razor-blade head
• 7280-14: 14-inch cutting head
• 7281-2: 2-inch carbide shank
• 7281-6: 6-inch carbide shank
• 368-12J: 12-inch razor/scraper blade (10)
• 7280-4: Retainer cap assembly
• 1009: Safety glasses
• Instruction manual
help at training.nationalequipment.com
• One-yearOnline
manufacturer’s
warranty on parts and labor
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2900
2900-W

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS
RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

HIGH-SPEED BATTERY
RIDE-ON SCRAPER

A

C

K
I

J
D

D

H

F

Designed specifically for high-speed soft goods removal,
this machine is a durable, emission-free, budget-conscious
workhorse. The 2900 will remove VCT quickly and efficiently.
A. Adjustable seat
B. Automatic kill-switch is triggered when the operator seat
is vacant
C. Hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight spaces, zero
turn-radius, and continuous torque for higher removal
rates and greater productivity
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and
adjustable slide-plate that correct the operator’s seat
position for comfort and line-of-sight
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Dual-lift, hydraulic slide-plate adjusts blade pitch and
angle for continuous contact with the floor
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. AGM (Absorbed Glass Matt) batteries provide 100 percent
power, speed, and torque for 90 percent of the batteries’
run cycle
K. Removable hood system for easy-access maintenance
L. Compact design fits through standard door frames and
elevator doors
M. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector

L

B

FEATURES

L
E

G

2900/2900-W SPECIFICATIONS
Width*:

24 ½"

Height:

46 ½"

Length*:

55"

Weight:

1730 lb

Removable Weight:

185 lb front, 75 lb rear

Weight (machine only):

1470 lb

Speed:

up to 200 ft/min

Voltage:

115/230

Frequency:

60 Hz/ 50 Hz

HP:

4

*Measurements are without tooling attached

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

Included with the 2900 and 2900-W
• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 5110-100: Front-wheel assembly
• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds (5)
• 73507-1: 7-foot, 12-gauge extension cord
• 1009: Safety glasses
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor
Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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5110

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC RIDE-ON
MACHINE

FEATURES
The 5110 is an electric ride-on floor scraper. With no
belts or gears, this scraper boasts low maintenance
costs while maximizing production, maneuverability,
and ease of transport.
A. Adjustable seat
B. Automatic kill switch is triggered when the operator
seat is vacant
C. Precise hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight
spaces, zero turn-radius, and continuous torque for
higher removal rates and greater productivity
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and
adjustable slide-plate that correct the operator’s
seat position for optimal comfort and line of sight
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Extra weight compartments
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. Trailer hitch
K. Rear weight compartment
L. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector

A

C
B
I
J
K

D

H

F

Included with the 5110

D

L
G

E

5110 SPECIFICATIONS

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

Width*:

24 ¾"

Height:

46 ½"

Max. Height:

56”

Length*:

57"

Weight:

1415 lb

Removable Weight:

370 lb front, 75 lb rear

Weight (machine only):

970 lb

Speed:

Up to 113 ft/min

Voltage:

115/230

Frequency:

60 Hz/ 50 Hz

HP:

1.5 (2)

• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 5110-404: weight 75 pounds (1) (Rear)
• 5110-100: Front wheel assembly
• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds (5) (Front)
• 6254: 50-foot, 12-gauge extension cord (2)
• 5200QL-500: Two transport carts
• 5204: Power pack (one in the machine and one
additional)
• 5212: 48-volt battery charger
• 7077-8: 8-inch tapered cutting head shank blade
• 7079-2: 2-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 7079-6: 6-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 70549: Wrench
• 1009: Safety glasses
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor

*Measurements are without tooling attached

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com

Pictured: 5700
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5200-QL

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

QUICK-LOAD
CORDLESS
RIDE-ON
SCRAPER

C
B

K

I

D

D

Included with the 5200-QL

F
M
H

E
G

5200-QL SPECIFICATIONS

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

The 5200-QL is the only slide-out, replaceable-battery
machine in the industry with a rear-accessed battery pack
that is easily installed, changed, and transported. With no
belts or gears, this scraper boasts low maintenance costs
while maximizing production. Great for commercial surface
removal and preparation, it is quiet and compact enough
for residential jobs.
A. Adjustable seat
B. Automatic kill switch is triggered when the operator seat
is vacant
C. Control lever with forward/reverse/neutral/break
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and
adjustable slide-plate that correct the operator’s seat
position for optimal comfort and line of sight
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Extra weight compartments
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. Trailer hitch
K. Rear weight compartment
L. Flip-up back lid for quick and easy battery changing
M. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector

A

J

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS
FEATURES

Width*:

24 ¾"

Height:

46 ½"

Max. Height:

N/A

Length*:

57"

Weight:

1760 lb

Removable Weight:

370 lb front, 75 lb rear

Weight (machine only):

1315 lb

Speed:

Up to 120 ft/min

Voltage:

115/230

Frequency:

60 Hz/ 50 Hz

HP:

4

• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 5110-404: weight 75 pounds (1) (Rear)
• 5110-100: Front wheel assembly
• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds (5) (Front)
• 6254: 50-foot, 12-gauge extension cord (2)
• 5200QL-500: Two transport carts - 5200QL only
• 5204: Power Pack (one pack on the machine and one
additional)
• 5212: 48-volt battery charger
• 7077-8: 8-inch tapered cutting head shank blade
• 7079-2: 2-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 7079-6: 6-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 70549: Wrench
• 1009: Safety glasses
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor

*Measurements are without tooling attached

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700
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5625

PROPANE-POWERED
RIDE-ON SCRAPER

A
J
C

B

FEATURES

Different from scrapers that are powered using a
hydrostat drive system, the 5625 offers the speed
and power of a hydraulic drive. Consistent torque sets
the operational standard for high removal rates, and
each machine undergoes a rigorous quality assurance
program including emissions certification.
A. Adjustable seat
B. Automatic kill switch is triggered when the operator
seat is vacant
C. Precise hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight
spaces, zero turn-radius, and continuous torque for
higher removal rates and greater productivity
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and
adjustable slide-plate that correct the operator’s seat
position for optimal comfort and line of sight
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Dual-lift, hydraulic slide-plate with hand control for
precise angling and pitch for continuous contact
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. Liquid cooled Kawasaki engine is re-engineered with
National’s exclusive catalytic design for the industry’s
lowest emissions
K. Removable hood system for easy-access maintenance
L. Compact design fits through standard door frames
and elevator doors
M. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector

L

K

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

I

D

M

H

F
E
G

5625 SPECIFICATIONS

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

Width*:

26"

Height:

52 ¼"

Length*:

63"

Weight:

1822 lb

Removable Weight:

370 lb front, 75 lb rear

Weight (machine only):

1377 lb

Speed:

up to 200 ft/min

HP:

25

*Measurements are without tooling attached
**Weight may vary depending on fill level and size of propane
tank on machine.

Included with the 5625
• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 7077-8: 8-inch tapered cutting head shank blade
• 7079-2: 2-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 7079-6: 6-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 5110-100: Front-wheel assembly
• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds (10) (front)
• 5110-404: Weight, 75 lb (1) (rear)
• 7050-P: Propane tanks (2)
• 75007: CO detector (2)
• 75008: Clip (2)
• 5700-88: Hour meter
• 75005: Fire extinguisher
• 70549: Wrench
• 1009: Safety glasses
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700
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5700
5700-HS

L

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

ALL DAY BATTERY
RIDE-ON MACHINE

B

C

I

J

D

H
D
F

M

G

Built to operate on almost any job site, the 5700 will power
through an 8- to 12-hour day on a single charge. Its built-in
115-volt charging system can plug into any outlet, and there
are no harmful fumes or hazardous by-products. Remove the
weights to meet passenger elevator weight maximums or to
fit through 30-inch doors
A. Adjustable seat
B. Automatic kill switch is triggered when the operator seat
is vacant
C. Precise hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight
spaces, zero turn-radius, and continuous torque for
higher removal rates and greater productivity
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and
adjustable slide-plate that correct the operator’s seat
position for optimal comfort and line of sight
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Dual-lift, hydraulic slide-plate adjusts blade pitch and
angle for continuous contact with the floor
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. AGM (Absorbed Glass Matt) batteries provide 100 percent
power, speed, and torque for 90 percent of the batteries’
run cycle
K. Removable hood system for easy-access maintenance
L. Compact design fits through standard door frames
and elevators doors, removing the weights allows the
5700 to meet the maximum standard elevator weight
restrictions
M. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector

A

K

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

FEATURES

E

Included with the 5700 and 5700-HS
5700/5700-HS SPECIFICATIONS

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

Width*:

24 ½"

Height:

50 ½"

Length*:

58 ½"

Weight:

2244 lb

Removable Weight:

185 lb front

Weight (machine only):

2059 lb

Speed:

up to 120 ft/min

Voltage:

115

Frequency:

60 Hz

HP:

4

• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 7077-8: 8-inch tapered cutting head shank blade
• 7079-2: 2-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 7079-6: 6-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 5110-100: Front-wheel assembly
• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds (10) (Front)
• 1009: Safety glasses
• 73507-1: 7-foot, 12-gauge extension cord
• 70549: Wrench
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor

Meets declaration of conformity standards
and is CE certified
*Measurements are without tooling attached

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

5700-HS: Designed to cover more space in less
times, specifications made to order.
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7700
L

ALL DAY BATTERY
RIDE-ON SCRAPER

A

K
B

C

I

O
N

J

F
D
D
M

H

E

G

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

FEATURES
This bigger, heavier, and faster version of the 5700 is
designed to remove difficult material. Built to operate on
almost any job site, the 7700 will power through an 8- to
12-hour day on a single charge.
A. Adjustable seat
B. Automatic kill switch is triggered when the operator
seat is vacant
C. Precise hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight
spaces, zero turn-radius, and continuous torque for
higher removal rates and greater productivity
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and
an adjustable operator’s seat position for optimal
comfort and line of sight
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Dual-lift, hydraulic slide-plate adjusts blade pitch
and angle for continuous contact with the floor is
standard on 7700
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. AGM (Absorbed Glass Matt) batteries provide 100
percent power, speed and torque for 90 percent of
the batteries’ run cycle
K. Hinged hood system for easy-access maintenance
L. Compact design fits through standard door frames
and elevator doors
M. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector
N. New 7700 offers 30 percent more torque with
improved heavy-duty 3000 PSI wheel motors
O. New single charger featuring LVI 110-volt, lockout
built-in

Included with the 7700
7700 SPECIFICATIONS

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

Width*:

30"

Height:

51"

Length*:

58 ½"

Weight:

2757 lb

Removable Weight:

185 lb front

Weight (machine only):

2572 lb

Speed:

up to 200 ft/min

Voltage:

115/230

Frequency:

60 Hz/ 50 Hz

HP:

4

Meets declaration of conformity standards
and is CE certified

• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavy-duty blade
• 7077-8: 8-inch tapered cutting head shank blade
• 7079-2: 2-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 7079-6: 6-inch angle shank with carbide tip
• 5110-100: Front-wheel assembly
• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds (10) (Front)
• 1009: Safety glasses
• 73507-1: 7-foot, 12-gauge extension cord
• 70549: Wrench
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor

*Measurements are without tooling attached

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700
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8000

RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS
RIDE-ON FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEMS

PROPANE-POWERED
RIDE-ON SCRAPER

L
A

J
B

K

C

I

H
D

F
D
G
M
E

FEATURES
This 2,950-pound scraper rivals 3,500-pound units.
Different from hydrostat-powered units, the 8000
combines National’s patented carbide angle-shank
technology with the added efficiency of dual-lift hydraulic
slide-plates. Consistent torque sets the operational
standard for high removal rates, and each machine
undergoes a rigorous quality assurance program including
emissions certification.
A. Adjustable seat with armrests
B. Automatic kill switch is triggered when the operator
seat is vacant
C. Precise hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight
spaces, zero turn-radius, and continuous torque for
higher removal rates and greater productivity
D. Ergonomic design includes movable foot pegs and an
adjustable operator’s seat position for optimal comfort
and line of sight; slide plate provides an additional 200
pounds of down pressure on the cutting head
E. Quick-change swivel head
F. Dual-lift, hydraulic slide-plate adjusts blade pitch and
angle for continuous contact with the floor; standard on
every 8000
G. Larger/deepened forklift pockets
H. Copious 21-inch non-marking tires
I. E-stop knob for safety
J. Liquid-cooled Kawasaki engine is re-engineered with
National’s exclusive catalytic design for the industry’s
lowest emissions
K. Hinged hood system for easy-access maintenance
L. Compact design fits through standard door frames and
elevator doors
M. New front cast slide-plate and debris deflector
N. Hydraulic lock-out break system automatically engages
when the machine is in the off position

Included with the 8000
8000 SPECIFICATIONS

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

All of National’s ride-on
scrapers fit through
standard doorways.
Pictured: 5700

Width*:

30"

Height:

61"

Length*:

63"

Weight:

2887 lb

Removable Weight:

1003 lb front, 75 lb rear

Weight (machine only):

1809 lb

Speed:

up to 200 ft/min

HP:

25

*Measurements are without tooling attached
**Weight may vary depending on fill level and size of propane tank
on machine.

• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting
head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting
head
• 6260-BD: 6-inch .094 bevel
down self-scoring blade
• 6277: 12-inch .094 bevel up
self-scoring blade
• 6284: 12-inch .094 heavyduty blade
• 6285: 6-inch .094 heavyduty blade
• 6286: 10-inch .094 heavyduty blade
• 7077-8: 8-inch tapered
cutting head shank blade
• 7079-2: 2-inch angle shank
with carbide tip
• 7079-6: 6-inch angle shank
with carbide tip
• 5110-100: Front-wheel
assembly

• 74854: Weight, 37 pounds
(10) (front)
• 400197: Weight, 28 pounds
(11) (front)
• 401960: Weight, 84 pounds
4) (front)
• 5110-404: Weight, 75 lb (1)
(rear)
• 7050-P: Propane tanks (2)
• 75007: CO detector (2)
• 75008: Clip (2)
• 5700-88: Hour meter
• 75005: Fire extinguisher
• 1009: Safety glasses
• 70549: Wrench
• 20lb tank; 33lb (forklift size)
propane tank conversion
brackets available on
special order
• Instruction manual
• One-year manufacturer’s
warranty on parts and
labor
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WALK-BEHIND MACHINE ACCESSORIES
6280-505: SWIVEL-HEAD ATTACHMENT
Optional swivel-head attachment maintains 100 percent contact between the
blade and the surface, maximizing production rates. Rotate the head 180 degrees
to self-sharpen the blade during use.
• Holds blades of .094 thickness
• Works on thin, soft coatings, paint, hard-to-remove gummy or dry adhesives
• Ultimate adhesive removal

6280-500: SWIVEL HEAD ATTACHMENT FOR RAZOR BLADES
6251: LOADING RAMP

6280-505

Shown on 5280 machine

14
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RIDE-ON MACHINE
ACCESSORIES
SWIVEL CUTTING HEAD ASSEMBLIES

Tough swivel heads rotate to ensure continuous blade contact with the floor. Flip it over to use
the second sharp edge without having to remove it from the machine. Available in a full range of
sizes, to fit any job.
Fits the following products: 5110, 5200-QL, 5625, 5700, 2900, 7700 and 8000
• 7050-8RBH: 8-inch razor blade head
• 7050-12RBH: 12-inch razor blade head
• 7050-14RBH: 14-inch razor blade head
• 7050-6: 6-inch cutting head
• 7050-8: 8-inch cutting head
• 7050-10: 10-inch cutting head
• 7050-12: 12-inch cutting head
• 7050-14: 14-inch cutting head
• 7050-27: 27-inch Cutting Head
• 73270: Cutting Head Clip secures cutting
head assemblies

HYDRAULIC SLIDE-PLATE
Adjust the height of the slide-plate using the
hydraulic hand control for precise angling.
Comes standard on 7700 and 8000 ride-on
scrapers.
• Increases productivity by 15 to 30 percent
• No lifting, dismounting, or manual labor
required to adjust plate height
• Adds 200 pounds of weight to the front of the
machine, where it is most effective
• Available as an option on new ride-on machines
or as a kit for existing ride-on machines
6701 hydraulic slide-plate fits 5700 series
6702 Hydraulic Slide-plate: Fits all other ride-on
machines other than the 5700 Series

7050-15: CUTTING
HEAD EXTENSION
• Reaches under tight areas
• 17-inch length
• Cutting head sold separately

5110-100 front wheel assembly

70639 wheel covers

7074: TILE BOX
• For fast cleanup, debris collection, and
removal, this box is made of high-abrasion
alloy for long lasting durability
• For use with 7050-27
• Size: 5 inches deep, 27 inches wide,
6 inches tall
• Cutting head sold separately

400321 armrest

5110-100 VNT
WHEEL ASSEMBLY
Quick and easy to attach, this assembly
creates stability and safe transportation over
any surface. Fits all National-brand ride-on
machines.

5700-88

70639 WHEEL COVERS

75008

• Protective cover slips easily on and off wheels
• Sold individually
• Fits all National-brand ride-on machines

5700-88 HOUR METER
• Monitors the hours of usage
• Fits all National-brand ride-on machines

400321 ARM REST
Fits all current National-brand ride-on
machines

2015 | Surface Preparation | Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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FLOOR REMOVAL SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
75007: LAPEL CARBON
MONOXIDE MONITOR
75008: LAPEL CARBON
MONOXIDE CLIP
For job sites where carbon monoxide could be present, this
badge can detect as little as 100ppm carbon monoxide gas at
approximate relative humidity range of 33 to 50 percent. If the
humidity is very high, it can detect concentrations as low as 20
ppm. The presence of CO changes the sensor from red to gray/
black as the concentration levels increase. Once the detector
is exposed to fresh air, it will return back to red. Once opened,
the badge lasts approximately ninety days. Adhesion strip on
the back or optional lapel clip mounts almost anywhere.

BATTERY POWER PACKS
Designed for high vibration and shock load, this battery
pack makes the 5200QL a true “cordless” machine. These
removable batteries can be changed so there is no need for
down time while recharging.
• Unique design eliminates acid spilling
• Designed for high vibration
• Can be charged from 115 volt
• 5204 Power Pack - 100 amp hour
This battery pack runs to a deeper discharge than typical
75 amp hour battery packs and has the ability to take a
rapid charge without affecting the cycle life.

BATTERY CHARGER
This high-performance battery charger is for use in
demanding applications where optimal performance and
service life are critical. It provides a complete charge in a
short amount of time and works specifically with the 5204
power pack. Its 48 volt charger runs on 115 volt power.
• 5212: 48 V, 60 Hz, 115 V
• 5212-W: 48 V, 50-60 Hz, 230 V

5110-500 BUCK AND BOOST TRANSFORMER
For use when wall outlets are under voltage or for when
excessive lengths of extension cords are needed, this
transformer improves line voltage out of receptacle by
20%. Use with 115 volt power supply only.
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RIDE-ON

6280HD

6280

5280

6300

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

7070-2

4" x 2" x .500"

X

7071-2

4" X 2" X .500"

X

7070-3

4" x 3" x .500"

X

7071-3

4" X 3" X .500"

X

7070-4

4" x 4" x .500"

X

7071-4

4" X 4" X .500"

X

7070-6

4" x 6" x .500"

X

7071-6

4" X 6" X .500"

X

X

7072-6

4" X 6" X .500"

X

Tapered Cutting Head
Shank Blades

(W x L x Thickness)

552

4" X 2" X .312"

X

7281-12

4" X 2" X .312"

X

7281-1

6" X 1" X .500"

X

7281-2

6" X 2" X .500"

X

7281-4

6" X 4" X .500"

X

7281-6

6" X 6" X .500"

X

7079-2

2" X 6" X .500"

X

7079-4

4" X 6" X .500"

X

7079-6

6" X 6" X .500"

X

PART#

RIDE-ON

6280HD

6280

5280

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

PART#

550

The longer taper works great on tough wood floors (glued
& nailed). The long length allows the blade to easily
slide under tough materials. They work through most
ceramics and VCT.

DIMENSIONS

7075-8

2" X 8" X .300"

X

7075-11

2" X 11" X .300"

X

7077-8

3½" X 8" X .300"

X

7077-11

3½" X 11" X .300"

X

RIDE-ON

X

4" X 4" X .500"

6280HD

4" X 3" X .500"

7072-4

6280

7072-3

5280

RIDE-ON

6280HD

6280

5280

X

4" X 2" X .500"

These shanks are designed for ceramic removal and
thin-set re-scraping. The half inch of extra carbide allows
for maximum re-sharpening. These tools can handle
work loads up to 3500 pounds! The 552 angle shank
with carbide tip is designed for light-duty commercial &
residential grade ceramic tile and hard good removal. A
551 shank holder is required to attach this blade to the
550 walk-behind scraper.

6300

7072-2

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

PART#

550

These shanks work with a similar application variety as
the 7070 blades. These carbide tipped shanks hold a sharp
edge for longer durability. These blades perform when all
others fail. Perfect for elastomeric coatings.

Angle Shank Blades
With Carbide Tip

550

Straight Shank Blades
With Carbide Tip

17

PART#

550

RIDE-ON

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6280HD

PART#

6280

These blades are designed and mounted at an angle to
achieve the optimum shear point! They are made from an
ultra tough alloy that is put through a special process to
give maximum edge holding ability. They are designed to
remove ceramic, wood and thick epoxy.

5280

These are the ultimate blades for the toughest removals.
They are made from an ultra tough alloy that is put
through a special process to give maximum edge holding
ability. They are designed to remove ceramic, wood and
thick epoxy.

6300

Angle Shank Blades

550

Straight Shank Blades
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148

5" X 6" X .062"

X

X

X

X

X

135

5" X 16" X .062"

X

X

X

X

X

136

5" X 8" X .062"

X

X

X

X

Blades With
Slots

6280HD

X

X

X

X

131-S

3" X 16" X .062"

X

X

X

X

6201

3" X 10" X .062"

X

6202

5" X 6" X .062"

X

6203

4" X 6" X .062"

X

RIDE-ON

6280

3" X 10" X .062"

X

X

X

RIDE-ON

6300

6280HD

X

6280

3" X 10" X .062"

5280

130-D

(W x L x Thickness)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6282

3" X 14" X .094"

6283

3" X 27" X .094"

6284

3" X 12" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

6285

3" X 6" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

6286

3" X 10" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

6240

4" X 6" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

6241

4" X 8" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

X

6242

4" X 12" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

6243

4" X 15" X .094"

X

X

X

X

X

6244

4" X 24" X .094"

6245

4" X 10" X .094"

6246

4" X 27" X .094"

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Extra Heavyduty Blades

RIDE-ON

6280HD

6280

5280

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

PART#

550

PART#

3" X 8" X .094"

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

These extremely hard, high abrasion alloy blades are
designed for tough tear up situations. VCT, VAT, wood,
tile, lighter ceramic, re-scraping thin-set, all carpets, cork,
elastomeric coatings, re-scraping rubber and urethane
coatings. They hold all edges extremely well.

Double Edge
Blades
DIMENSIONS

6281

PART#

550

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

130-S

PART#

550

5280

This slotted, heavy-duty blade is designed to remove soft
goods, carpet and vinyl flooring. Its .062 thickness offers
flexibility to maximize the shear-point angle.

RIDE-ON

X

6280HD

X

6280

X

5280

RIDE-ON

X

This heavy-duty blade is flexible and delivers job-site
versatility. Made with National’s proven blade-hardening
process, these blades will stay sharper longer with
better overall performance than any other blade on the
market. They work on VCT, VAT, wood, tile, rubber, epoxy,
elastomeric coatings, scraping thin-set and glued ceramic.

6300

6280HD

X

6280

4" X 6" X .062"

5280

147

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

PART#

550

This heavy-duty blade is designed to remove soft goods,
carpet, and vinyl flooring. Its .062 thickness offers
flexibility to maximize the shear point angle.

Heavy-duty
Blades

550

Standard Blades

6270

1½" X 3" X .250"

X

6271

3" X 6" X .250"

X

6273

3" X 11" X .250"

6290

3" X 6" X .187"

X
X

X

X

X

X

6291

3" X 8" X .187"

X

X

X

X

X

3" X 12" X .187"

X

X

X

X

X

147-D

4" X 6" X .062"

X

X

X

X

6292

148-D

5" X 6" X .062"

X

X

X

X

6293

3" X 14" X .187"

X

6294

3" X 27" X .187"

X
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FLOOR SCRAPER SHANKS AND BLADES

These ultra-high quality spring-steel blades are extra
hard; ensuring long blade life between sharpening. They
work on all glued down carpets, VCT, VAT, rubber tile, cork,
re-scraping adhesive and elastomeric coatings. Great for
floor accumulations.

X

X

X

X

X

7093

1" X 10" X .094"

X

7050-201

3" X 8" X .062"

X

X

X

X

X

X

7094

1" X 12" X .094"

368-8

7/8" X 8" X .045"

X

X

368-12

7/8" X 12" X .045"

X

X

X

7081

3" X 10" X .062"

X

X

X

X

RIDE-ON

X

6280HD

6280

7/8" X 15" X .045"

5280

368-15

6300

DIMENSIONS

550

These blades are mainly used for VCT, but can be used on
most other applications. They supply a greater angle when
needed. Prevents machine from jumping off material.
They contribute to keeping the machine steady and
reduce jumping.

(W x L x Thickness)

X

X

X

X

X

3" X 12" X .062"

X

X

X

X

X

7050-204

3" X 14" X .062"

X

X

X

X

X

7050-205

3" X 27" X .062"

X
X

X

X

Self-Scoring
Blades
These angled self-scoring wing tipped blades are tough and long
lasting. Made from National’s proven blade hardening process,
they perform up to ten times longer than the competition. They
work on attached cushion, unitary or secondary backing, vinyl back,
soft to medium PVC, linoleum, carpet tiles, soft cork, enhancer and
unibond hot melts.

X
X

Increased
Angle Blades

PART#

3" X 10" X .062"

PART#

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

550
6300
5280
6280
6280HD
RIDE-ON

RIDE-ON

6280HD

6280

5280

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

PART#

550

These razor-sharp blades are designed for super-hard thin
epoxies, thin mil, coatings (like urethane paint), poured
elastomeric coatings up to 60 mil and hard to remove
adhesives. Sold in packs of 50.

7050-202
7050-203

ANGLE

Razor/Scraper
Blades

6280
X

X

5280
X

X

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

X

PART#

550

3" X 8" X .062"
3" X 6" X .062"

6280HD

7083
7050-200

6280

X
X

5280

1" X 4" X .094"
1" X 8" X .094"

DIMENSIONS

(W x L x Thickness)

6300

7091
7092

PART#

550

RIDE-ON

These short profile blades provide a rigid blade application
when needed. Their thickness greatly reduces breakage.
They are designed for VCT and adhesive re-scrape. They
also work well for parking deck coatings, epoxies and
elastomeric coatings.

6280HD

Premium HighTempered Blades

RIDE-ON

1-Inch
Blades

X

X

X

6255-BU

4" X 6" X .062"

90˚

6257-BU

3" X 9" X .062"

90˚

X

6258-BU

3" X 12" X .062"

90˚

X

X

X

X

6259-BU

3" X 14" X .062"

90˚

6260-BD

3" X 6" X .094"

90˚

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6276-BU

3" X 10" X .094"

45˚

X

X

6277-BU

3" X 12" X .094"

45˚

X

X

X

X

6278-BU

3" X 14" X .094"

45˚

X

X

X

X
X

X

6279-BU

3" X 27" X .094"

45˚

6247

4" X 10" X .094"

90˚

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6249

4" X 12" X .094"

90˚

6248

4" X 24" X .094"

90˚

6256-BU*

4" X 6" X .062" W/ 4" BU

90˚

6261-BU*

3" X 12" X .062" W/ 4" BU

90˚

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

* Designed for double-stick carpet and soft good removal applications

nationalequipment.com | Patent information
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ELECTRIC
POWERED
GRINDERS AND
POLISHING
SYSTEMS
Featuring National’s magnetic tooling system, our patented
planetary grinders create the perfect profile for new coatings.

20
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5274

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND POLISH SYSTEMS
ELECTRIC PLANETARY GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS

FEATURES
PLANETARY FLOOR
for small jobs and hard to reach spaces, this
PREPARATION SYSTEM Designed
patented passive planetary operation creates the perfect

profile for new coatings. Built rental tough, the 5274 is easy
to operate and low maintenance. The versatility of the 5274
is derived from its quick-change magnetic tooling to remove
thin-set, coatings, adhesives, remove high spots, prepare
concrete and overlays for coatings, and sand and refinish
wood flooring.

with Quick-Change Magnetic Tooling

A

A. Handle lever
B. HD strain relief
C. Power cord plugs into any 115-volt outlet
D. Handle and head separate in seconds for easy mobility
and transport in any vehicle
E. Safety disconnect motor cord guarantees the machine
will always be off during tooling changes
F. 16-inch grinding plate; head rotates 180 degrees for easy
tooling changes; floating deck enables the magnetic
tooling plate to contour against any surface, creating a
uniform scratch pattern for coating applications or for
polishing concrete with surface variation
G. Adjustable velcro dust guard lets the machine operate
within 1/8-inch of walls and promotes nearly dustless
operation
H. 1.5 HP motor runs at less than 15 amps through a 115-volt
power source

B

C

E

H

D

F

G

5274 SPECIFICATIONS

Magnetic tooling easily snaps into place

Width:

16 ½"

Disk Size:

16”

Max. Height:

47 ½”

Min. Height:

17"

Max. Length:

66 ½"

Min. Length:

23 ¾”

Weight:

171 lb

Drum RPM:

301

Motor RPM:

1793

Voltage:

115

Frequency:

60 Hz

Motor Phase:

Single

Operates within 1/8"of walls

Pictured: 8274-4

Included with the 5274
• 401582: Passive planetary tooling mounts (3 each)
• 9245: Velcro adapter (3 each)
• 5274-45: Adjustable dust guard
• 7261: Deluxe grind and scrape plate
• 72610: 30-foot, 12-gauge extension cord
• Instruction manual

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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8274-4

ELECTRIC PLANETARY GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS

FEATURES
The 8274-4 is the only grinder on the market offering
three HP at 115 volts, while operating at a 230-volt
level. With variable speed and a soft start to control its
amperage draw, power adjusts to the needs of small
or large jobs. The versatility of the 8274-4 is derived
from its quick change magnetic tooling to remove thinset, coatings, adhesives, remove high spots, prepare
concrete and overlays for coatings and sand and
refinish wood flooring.

PLANETARY FLOOR
PREPARATION SYSTEM

with Quick-Change Magnetic Tooling
A
B
C
D

E

F

G

H

J

I

A. Three-part adjustable angle handle
B. Self-diagnosing control box with soft start also
adjusts speed to operate using 115-volt power and
minimize blown circuit breakers
C. Forward and reverse directional controls increase
tooling productivity with cleaner consumables and
more even wear
D. Variable speed control
E. Dual rear vacuum ports
F. Flip-style weights for added down-pressure
G. Removable handle and weights for easy transport
H. 18-inch grinding path; uses National’s patented selftensioning, single-belt design to prepare concrete
surfaces to a 3000-resin shine
I. Adjustable velcro dust guard lets the machine
operate within 1/8-inch of walls and promotes
nearly dustless operation
J. Grinder head rotates 90 degrees for easy tooling
change access; floating isolator assemblies follow
surface contour, polishing undulating concrete
surfaces or creating a uniform scratch pattern
for coating applications; operates a complete dry
grind and polish system to eliminate messy and
hazardous slurry

Operates within 1/8"of walls

8274-4 SPECIFICATIONS

Magnetic tooling easily snaps into place

Width

20"

Disk Size

18 ½”

Max. Height

52”

Min. Height

27 ½"

Max. Length:

75"

Min. Length

38 ½”

Weight

388 lb

Drum RPM

133.8

Motor RPM

1740

Voltage

115

Frequency

60 Hz

Motor Phase

Three*

HP

3

*Conversion from single-phase to three-phase power

22

Included with the 8274-4
• 9241 Quick-change magnetic-mount tooling converts
traditional bolt-mounted tooling to a magnetic
format; three assemblies and three 73250 tooling
holder mounting screens are required
• 9245 Velcro plate adapter: Mounts onto the 9241
quick-change magnetic assembly for using polishing
pads and brazed disks. Three adapters are required.
• 6280-401B: 7/32 T-handle wrench
• 72620: 50-foot, 12-gauge extension cord
• Instruction manual
Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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ELECTRIC
GRINDERS
POLISH SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS
ELECTRIC PLANETARY
GRINDERS
ANDAND
POLISHING

9274-1

FEATURES
With variable speed and a soft start to control its amperage
draw, the 9274-1’s power can adjusts to the needs of small
or large jobs. The versatility of the 9274-1 is derived from its
quick change magnetic tooling to remove thin-set, coatings,
adhesives, remove high spots, prepare concrete and overlays
for coatings and sand and refinish wood flooring.

PLANETARY FLOOR
PREPARATION SYSTEM

with Quick-Change Magnetic Tooling

A. Three-part adjustable angle handle
B. Self-diagnosing control box also adjusts speed to operate
using 115-volt power and minimize blown circuit breakers
C. Forward and reverse control increases tooling productivity
with cleaner consumables and more even wear
D. Variable speed control
E. Dual rear vacuum ports
F. Flip-style weights for added down-pressure
G. Removable handle and weights for easy transport
H. 18-inch grinding path; uses National’s patented selftensioning, single-belt design to prepare concrete
surfaces to a 3000-resin shine
I. Adjustable velcro dust guard lets the machine operate
within 1/8-inch of walls and promotes nearly dustless
operation
J. Grinder head rotates 90 degrees for easy tooling change
access; floating isolator assemblies follow surface contour,
polishing undulating concrete surfaces or creating a
uniform scratch pattern for coating applications; operates
a complete dry grind and polish system to eliminate
messy and hazardous slurry

A
B
C
D

E

F

G

J

H

I

9274-1 SPECIFICATIONS

Magnetic tooling easily snaps into place

Width:

22"

Disk Size:

20 ¾"

Max. Height:

55"

Min. Height:

31"

Max. Length:

73"

Min. Length:

37"

Weight:

406 lb

Drum RPM:

158.2

Motor RPM:

1740

Voltage:

230

Frequency:

60 Hz

Motor Phase:

Three*

HP:

3

*Conversion from single-phase to three-phase power

Operates within 1/8"of walls

Pictured: 8274-4

Included with the 9274-1
• 9241 Quick-change magnetic-mount tooling converts
traditional bolt-mounted tooling to a magnetic format;
three assemblies and three 73250 tooling holder mounting
screens are required
• 9245 Velcro plate adapter: Mounts onto the 9241 quickchange magnetic assembly for using polishing pads and
brazed disks. Three adapters are required.
• 6280-401B: 7/32 T-handle wrench
• 72620: 50-foot, 12-gauge extension cord
• Instruction manual
Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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92650

ELECTRIC PLANETARY GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS

FEATURES

More than a grinder, the 92650 heavy-duty controller
is one of the most powerful in the industry and will
exceed your expectations for reliability, durably, and
professional finishes. The versatility of the 92650 is
derived from its quick-change magnetic tooling to
remove thin-set, coatings, adhesives, remove high
spots, prepare concrete and overlays for coatings, and
polish to a professional high shine.

PLANETARY FLOOR
PREPARATION SYSTEM

with Quick-Change Magnetic Tooling

A

B
C

F

H

G
D

E

A. Self-diagnosing, computer control box has forward
and reverse functionality and variable speeds to
minimize blown circuit breakers
B. Quick-adjust handle uses two pivot hinges for better
leverage and comfort, and operation in tighter
spaces
C. Extreme-duty UL-listed controller
D. No-flat wheels
E. Adjustable Velcro dust guard lets the machine
operate within 1/4-inch of walls and promotes nearly
dustless operation
F. 7-HP motor grinds and polishes using 230-volt,
single-phase power
G. Active planetary grinder uses patented selftensioning, single-belt technology; polishes to a
3000-resin mirror shine; grinder head rotates 90
degrees for easy access to quick-change magnetic
tooling; floating isolators; floating deck enables
the magnetic tooling plate to contour against any
surface, creating a uniform scratch pattern for
coating applications or for polishing concrete with
surface undulations
H. Four removable pocket weights add 510 pounds
of additional grinding pressure and 398 pounds of
torque; can be positioning to reduce head pressure
and increase mobility during transport

Included with the 92650
92650 SPECIFICATIONS

Magnetic tooling easily snaps into place

24

Width:

26 ½"

Disk Size:

24”

Max. Height:

78”

Min. Height:

33 ½"

Max. Length:

110 ½"

Min. Length:

48”

Weight:

819 lb

Grinding Pressure:

510 lb

Drum RPM:

113

Motor RPM:

1745

Voltage:

230

Frequency:

60 Hz

Motor Phase:

Single

HP:

7

• 92600 Floating head assembly: Ideal for reaching low
spot by following surface undulations, these magnetic
assemblies flex, creating a uniform scratch pattern.
The magnetic tooling plate attaches directly onto the
mounted floating head assembly. Three assemblies
are required.
• 92600-83 Magnetic tooling plate: Mount metal bonds,
brazed trapezoids, PCDs, and carbides with magnetic
tooling easily snap into place. Ideal for removing high
spots and leveling concrete into tolerance, these
plates can be used with two or four magnetic tooling
components per plate and can also be attached to
a floating head assembly. Three polishing pads and
three plates are required.
• 92600-103 Velcro place adapter: Add polishing pads
and Velcro tooling to magnetic tooling plates.
• 72620: 50-foot, 10-gauge extension cord; rated for
250-volt, 30-amp, single phase
• Instruction manual
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GP 7

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND POLISH SYSTEMS

FEATURES
CONCRETE GRINDER
ELECTRIC PLANETARY
GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS
The GP series prepares concrete floors for topical coatings,
AND POLISHER
overlayments, and adhesive floor coverings. It will efficiently
polish floors to a high-gloss shine. Equipped with a gearto-gear calibrated counter-rotational tooling matrix, the
GP7’s counterbalanced, centrifugal centered design does not
pull side-to-side, lessening operator fatigue and increasing
productivity.

A. LED control box includes variable speed and soft start
features minimize blown circuit breakers; forward and
reverse functionality results in cleaner consumables and
more consistent tooling wear
B. 11-gallon, on-board water tank; water dosing system
supports wet grinding slurry applications such as hardtroweled concrete, granite floors, and marble surfaces
C. Four removable side weights for additional head
pressures; positioning weights into handle pockets
reduced head pressure for easy mobility during transport
D. Adjustable stainless-steel shroud; can be easily raised
during wet-grinding applications or higher grit polishing
E. Additional transport wheels
F. Dual 3-inch vacuum ports
G. Each counter-rotating tooling holder is mounted on a
morflex coupler for easy maintenance allowing the tooling
to follow surface contours for polishing or creating a
uniform scratch pattern for coating applications

A

B
F

E

C

G

D

GP7 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

28"

Cleaning Path:

15 ¼" x 25 ¼"

Height:

50"

Length:

72"

Weight:

733 lb

Grinding Pressure with Weights:

488 lb

Tooling RPM

300 (30 Hz)
750 (90 Hz)

Voltage:

220/230 VAC
1 or 3 Phase 60 Hz

kW:

5.5

Motor Phase:

Three

HP:

7.5

Amps:

40 Amp
21 Amp Soft Start - Single Phase
13 Amp Soft Start - Three Phase

GP7 Production Rates
• Mastic removal: 375 square feet per hour/
35 square meters per hour
• Thin-set removal: 425 square feet per hour/
39 square meters per hour
• Mil-coatings removal: 225 square feet per hour/
21 square meters per hour
• Concrete polishing: 275 square feet per hour/
26 square meters per hour

2015 | Surface Preparation | OnlineOnline
help at
training.nationalequipment.com
help
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GP20

ELECTRIC PLANETARY GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS

CONCRETE GRINDER
AND POLISHER

A

B
F

E

C

G

D

FEATURES

The GP series prepares concrete floors for topical
coatings, overlayments, and adhesive floor coverings.
It will efficiently polish floors to a high-gloss shine.
Equipped with a gear-to-gear calibrated counterrotational tooling matrix, the GP20’s counterbalanced,
centrifugal centered design does not pull sideto-side, lessening operator fatigue and increasing
productivity.
A. LED control box includes variable speed and soft
start features minimize blown circuit breakers;
forward and reverse functionality results in cleaner
consumables and more consistent tooling wear
B. 11-gallon, on-board water tank; water-dosing
system supports wet-grinding slurry applications
such as hard-troweled concrete, granite floors, and
marble surfaces
C. Four removable side weights for additional head
pressures; positioning weights into handle pockets
reduced head pressure for easy mobility during
transport
D. Adjustable stainless-steel shroud; can be easily
raised during wet-grinding applications or higher
grit polishing
E. Additional transport wheels
F. Dual 3-inch vacuum ports
G. Each counter-rotating tooling holder is mounted on
a morflex coupler for easy maintenance allowing
the tooling to follow surface contours for polishing
or creating a uniform scratch pattern for coating
applications

GP20 SPECIFICATIONS

26

Width

27"

Cleaning Path

21 ½" x 21 ½"

Height

50"

Length

75"

Weight

978 lb

Grinding Pressure with Weights

650 lb

Tooling RPM

250 (30 Hz)
750 (90 Hz)

Voltage

220/230 VAC
1 or 3 Phase 60 Hz

kW

14.7

Motor Phase

Three

HP

20

Amps

53 Amp
37 Amp Soft Start - Single Phase
22 Amp Soft Start - Three Phase

Pictured: GP7

GP20 Production Rates
• Mastic removal: 475 square feet per hour/
44 square meters per hour
• Thin-set removal: 525 square feet per hour/
49 square meters per hour
• Mil-coatings removal: 325 square feet per hour/
30 square meters per hour
• Concrete polishing: 925 square feet per hour/
86 square meters per hour
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GP30

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND POLISH SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC PLANETARY GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS

CONCRETE GRINDER
AND POLISHER

FEATURES

The GP series prepares concrete floors for topical coatings,
overlayments, and adhesive floor coverings. It will efficiently
polish floors to a high-gloss shine. Equipped with a gearto-gear calibrated counter-rotational tooling matrix, the
GP30’s counterbalanced, centrifugal centered design does not
pull side-to-side, lessening operator fatigue and increasing
productivity.
A. LED control box includes variable speed and soft start
features minimize blown circuit breakers; forward and
reverse functionality results in cleaner consumables and
more consistent tooling wear
B. 11-gallon, on-board water tank; water dosing system
supports wet grinding slurry applications such as hardtroweled concrete, granite floors, and marble surfaces
C. Six removable side weights for additional head pressures;
positioning weights into handle pockets reduced head
pressure for easy mobility during transport
D. Adjustable stainless-steel shroud; can be easily raised
during wet-grinding applications or higher grit polishing
E. Additional transport wheels
F. Dual 3-inch vacuum ports
G. Each counter-rotating tooling holder is mounted on a
morflex coupler for easy maintenance allowing the tooling
to follow surface contours for polishing or creating a
uniform scratch pattern for coating applications

A

C
B
F

E

G

D

GP30 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

30"

Cleaning Path:

27 ½" x 27 ½"

Height:

52"

Length:

86"

Weight:

1320 lb

Grinding Pressure with Weights:

990 lb

Tooling RPM

300 (30 Hz)
750 (90 Hz)

Voltage:

220/230 VAC
1 or 3 Phase 60 Hz

kW:

22

Motor Phase:

Three

HP:

30

Amps:

85 Amp
50 Amp Soft Start - Single Phase
25 Amp Soft Start - Three Phase

GP30 Production Rates
• Mastic removal: 600 square feet per hour/
56 square meters per hour
• Thin-set removal: 600 square feet per hour/
56 square meters per hour
• Mil-coatings removal: 425 square feet per hour/
39 square meters per hour
• Concrete polishing: 1,200 square feet per hour/
111.5 square meters per hour

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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PROPANE
POWERED
GRINDERS AND
POLISHING
SYSTEMS
Both mobile and powerful, National’s propane-powered
combustion engine offer incredible speed and a professional
finish, without cumbersome cords.

28
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92450 Mongrel XL

PROPANE GRINDERS AND POLISH SYSTEMS

PROPANE PLANETARY GRINDERS AND POLISHING SYSTEMS

PROPANE-POWERED GRINDER/POLISHER

The 92450’s combustion engine and incredible speed
guarantees a professional finish on even the toughest jobs.
More than a grinder, it removes tough coatings and skillfully
profiles concrete for new coatings and flawlessly polishes
concrete up to 3500-grit high-gloss finish. It’s HexFlex driver
produces consisted and uniform results with all type of
diamond tooling.
A. LED control box includes variable speeds and a soft-start
feature; forward and reverse functionality results in
cleaner consumables and more consistent tooling wear
B. 9-gallon, on-board water tank; water dosing system
supports wet grinding slurry applications such as hardtroweled concrete, granite floors, and marble surfaces
C. 135 pounds of removable side weights for an additional
500 pounds of head down pressure; positioning weights
into handle pockets reduced head pressure for easy
mobility during transport
D. Adjustable stainless-steel shroud; can be easily raised
during wet-grinding applications or higher grit polishing
E. Engine speed ranges from 1500 to 3600 PRM; grinds 6000
feet per hour and polishes 18,000 feet per hour
F. 3-inch vacuum port
G. HexFlexTM so the tooling easily follows surface contours
for consistent and uniform results

B
A
F

C

FEATURES

E

G

D

92450 SPECIFICATIONS
Width

36 ½"

Cleaning Path

34"

Maximum Height

48 ½"

Minimum Height

47”

Maximum Length

63"

Minimum Length

59”

Full Load Weight

880 lb

Removable Weight

135 lb

Driver Size

2” x 17”

Maximum Driver RPM

225-450

Vibration

<2.5 m/s 2

Noise Level

89 db

HP

18
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PLANETARY GRINDER
TOOLING ACCESSORIES
PCDS AND CARBIDES
Designed for aggressive concrete stock removal as well as coatings, glues, mastics, and other floor
covering adhesives. PCDs and carbides can be used with all National’s planetary grinder machines.

Part #

Description

Best Uses

9555

2-UP PCD- MICRO

Removes heavy stock, adhesive, and epoxies

9557

4-UP PCD- MICRO

9554

1-UP PCD- ½ ROUND

9556

2-UP PCD- ½ ROUND

7268-2

CARBIDES

Removes coatings, glues, and thin mastics

9521

CARBIDE & TOOLING HOLDER

Use to attach the above tooling to National grinders

9550

SCREW

Use to attach tooling to the above holder

9555

9557

9554

9556

7268-2

METAL BOND DIAMONDS
Used for light, medium, and aggressive concrete grinding and profiling as well as sealer and top coat removal. Can be used for both residential
and industrial applications. Perfect for leveling concrete high spots and repairing imperfections as well as creating the perfect profile for
accepting new coatings, epoxies, or preparing concrete for polishing. Metal bond diamonds can be used with all National’s planetary and
passive planetary grinders.

Part #

Description

Best Uses

FULL BAR DIAMOND INSERTS
9508-16

16 GRIT

Removes epoxy as well as heavy and light sealers

9508-16HB

16 GRIT

Removes various coatings, and profiles SOFT concrete only

9508-30

30 GRIT

Removes light sealers

9508-30HB

30 GRIT

Removes various coatings, and profiles SOFT concrete only

HALF BAR DIAMOND INSERTS
9507-6

6 GRIT

9508-16

9508-30

9507-6

9507-12

9507-16

9507-30

9510-30

9510-50

9510-120

9504-25

Removes thin epoxy, paint, adhesives and sealers

9507-12

12 GRIT

Removes thin epoxy, paint, adhesives and sealers

9507-16

16 GRIT

Removes thin epoxy, paint, adhesives and sealers

9507-16SB

16 GRIT

Removes various coatings, and profiles on HARD concrete only

9507-30

30 GRIT

Removes sealers and preps concrete for polishing

9507-30SB

30 GRIT

Removes various coatings, and profiles on HARD concrete only

PROFILING DIAMOND INSERTS
9510-30

30 GRIT

Preps high/moderate density concrete for reapplication

9510-50

50 GRIT

Preps concrete for polishing

9510-120

120 GRIT

Preps concrete for polishing

SUPER SEGMENT DIAMOND INSERTS
9504-25

30

25 GRIT

Extremely aggressive coating removal for HARD concrete only
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ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND POLISH SYSTEMS
BRAZED TRAPEZOID DIAMONDS
Used primarily in light industrial and residential applications for concrete grinding and profiling as well as sealer and top coat removal. Provides
excellent surface profile for new coatings, epoxies, or stains. Also creates an exceptional profile for concrete preparation and restoration prior to
polishing concrete. Brazed trapezoids can be used with all National’s planetary grinders.

Part #

Description Best Uses

9522-16

16 GRIT

Removes paint, stain and sealers; prep concrete for reapplication

9522-30

30 GRIT

Preps concrete for reapplication and concrete polishing

9522-50

50 GRIT

Preps concrete for reapplication and concrete polishing

9522-100

100 GRIT

Preps concrete for concrete polishing

9522-16

9522-30

9522-50

9522-100

5-INCH BRAZED DIAMONDS
Used primarily in industrial applications for medium to aggressive concrete grinding and profiling as
well as sealer and top coat removal. Perfect for concrete preparation and restoration prior to concrete
polishing. In addition, brazed diamonds effortlessly remove stains and imperfections from exterior
wood decking while simultaneously profiling wood for receiving new stains and/or sealers. These
polishing pads are for use with all National’s planetary grinders, except for the 92650.

Part #

9235-16

9235-30

9235-50

9235-100

Description Best Uses

9235-16

16 GRIT

Removes thin epoxy, paint, stain, adhesives and heavy sealers

9235-30

30 GRIT

Removes adhesives, heavy and light sealers

9235-50

50 GRIT

Creates a 'broom finish' on soft concrete surfaces; first stage to polishing concrete

9235-100

100 GRIT

Creates a 'broom finish' on soft concrete surfaces; first stage to polishing concrete

5-INCH POLISHING PADS
Used for polishing concrete to various finishes and shines. Resin bond. Available in escalating grits.
These polishing pads are for use with all National’s planetary grinders, except for the 92650.

Part #

Description

Best Uses

9267-50

50 GRIT

Achieve a 'no reflection' polished concrete

9267-100

100 GRIT

Follows 9267-50 to create a 'little reflection' polished concrete

9267-200

200 GRIT

Follows 9267-100 to create a 'moderate reflection' polished concrete

9267-400

400 GRIT

Follows 9267-200 to create a 'satin reflection' polished concrete

9267-800

800 GRIT

Follows 9267-400 to create a 'shine' polished concrete

9267-1500

1500 GRIT

Follows 9267-800 to create a 'high shine' polished concrete

9267-3000

3000 GRIT

Follows 9267-1500 to create a 'mirror' polished concrete

9267-50

9267-100

9267-200

9267-400

9267-800

9267-1500

9267-3000

8270 CONCRETE HARDNESS TESTER
Unlike other mineral hardness testing tools, the 8270 is made of metals
and alloys of hardness values equal to 2 through 9 on the Mohs hardness
scale, so they can be easily ground to sharp points which will not break off.
Set includes 8 points, streak plate for testing color, hardness plates (3.5
and 5.5), magnet for detecting magnetic rock, grindstone to keep points
sharp, hardness tables and instructions, all in a compact wooden case.
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PLANETARY GRINDING AND
POLISHING ACCESSORIES
7261 DELUXE GRIND AND SCRAPE PLATE™
Add the Deluxe Grind and Scrape Plate is the most versatile prepping plate in the industry.
This magnetic tooling system converts from aggressive grinding and scraping to passive
planetary for diamond grinding, carbide/PCD scraping, polishing and sanding. The unique
floating head design allows the plates to follow the contour of the floor.
• Rigid plate mount allows for aggressive grinding and scraping
• Passive planetary tooling creates random scratch pattern
• Polishes and sands (no swirl marks)
• Floating head reduces shock to operator and machine
• Follows floor contour for uniform operation in low spots
• For use with machines large enough to accept a 16-inch plate with a standard 3¼-inch hub
• Converts from grinding to scraping to polishing to sanding in seconds
• Includes three quick attach/detach satellite plates

7261

9292 FLOATING HEAD ASSEMBLY

7261, with
attachments

Improve machine performance, reach low spots, and level high spots by following surface
undulation.
• Tooling flexes for a uniform and consistent scratch pattern
• Tooling plates attach directly onto mounted floating assembly
• Accommodates all magnetic tooling types, including carbides and PCDs, 5-inch resin
polishing pads, 5-inch brazed diamond disks, magnetic diamond tooling, and brazed
diamond trapezoids
• Three assemblies required

73250 TOOLING HOLDER MOUNTING SCREW
73214 FLOATING ISOLATOR ASSEMBLY MOUNTING SCREW
3-INCH HYBRID RESIN/METAL PADS
Long-lasting and ideal for heavier machines, the unique diamond grit provides more
aggressive stock removal than traditional pads with a more subtle scratch pattern. A radial
edge allows for smooth riding over lippage and joints.
• 9296-30: 30-grit hybrid resin/metal pad
• 9296-50: 50-grit hybrid resin/metal pad
• 9296-100: 100-grit hybrid resin/metal pad
• 9296-200: 200-grit hybrid resin/metal pad

3-INCH RESIN POLISHING PADS

9292

Long-lasting and ideal for heavier machines, resin pads create a high-gloss finish.
A radial edge allows for smooth riding over lippage and joints.
• 9298-50: 50-grid resin polishing pad
• 9298-100: 100-grid resin polishing pad
• 9298-200: 200-grid resin polishing pad
• 9298-400: 400-grid resin polishing pad
• 9298-800: 800-grid resin polishing pad
• 9298-1500: 1500-grid resin polishing pad
• 9298-3000: 3000-grid resin polishing pad

Hybrid Resin/Metal
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Resin

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND POLISH SYSTEMS

GP SERIES ACCESSORIES
METAL BOND DIAMONDS

For light, medium, and aggressive concrete grinding and profiling as well as sealer and top coat
removal. These diamonds can be used for both residential and industrial applications and are
perfect for leveling concrete high spots, repairing imperfections, and creating the perfect profile for
accepting new coatings, epoxies, or preparing concrete for polishing.

Part #

Description

Best Uses

401922

EGT #0 3 Seg

Preps concrete to flooring installation; smooth profile

401907

EGT #1

First step in dry-polish system

401908

EGT #2

Follows EGT #1

401909

EGT #3

Follows EGT #2

3” RESIN POLISHING PADS

401907

401908

401909

401910

401911

401912

Long-lasting and ideal for heavier machines, resin pads create a high-gloss finish. A radial edge
allows for smooth riding over lippage and joints.

Part #

Description

Best Uses

401910

EGT #4

Follows EGT #3

401911

EGT #5

Follows EGT #4

401912

EGT #6

Follows EGT #5 to create a ‘moderate reflection’ polished concrete

401913

EGT #7

Follows EGT #6 to create a ‘satin reflection’ polished concrete

401914

EGT #8

Follows EGT #7 to create a ‘shine’ polished concrete

401913

401914

GP SERIES ACCESSORIES
• 401454: Morflex coupler
• 401455: Female quick-change adapter
• 401456: Combination tool holder
• 401457: Woodruff key
• 401458: Combination drive-plate coupling flange
• 401925: Lippage holder
• 401926: Velcro adaptor

83MM SEMI-METAL BOND DIAMONDS
• 9312-30: 30-grit semi metal
• 9312-50: 50-grit semi metal
• 9312-100: 100-grit semi metal

83MM METAL BOND DIAMONDS
• 9315-16: 5-segment, 16-grit metal-bond diamond
• 9315-30: 10-segment, 30-grit metal-bond diamond
• 9315-70: 10-segment, 70-grit metal-bond diamond
• 9315-120: 10-segment, 120-grit metal-bond diamond

DOVE TAIL TRAPEZOID DIAMONDS
• 9318-2030: 20-/30-grit dovetail trapezoid diamond

83mm Semi-Metal
Bond Diamonds

Dove Tail Trapezoid
Diamonds

83mm Metal Bond
Diamonds

83mm Resin

83MM RESIN BOND POLISHING PADS
• 9310-50: 50-grit resin polish pad
• 9310-100: 100-grit resin polish pad
• 9310-200: 200-grit resin polish pad
• 9310-400: 400-grit resin polish pad
• 9310-800L: 800-grit lux resin polish pad
• 9310-1800L: 1800-grit lux resin polish pad
• 9310-3500L: 3500-grit lux resin polish pad
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BURNISHERS
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14420

BURNISHERS
BURNISHERS

HIGH-SPEED
HIGH-SPEED
BURNISHER
BURNISHER
A
F

B

D

FEATURES
FEATURES

The 14420 is a propane powered, ultra-high speed burnisher
The 14420 is a propane powered, ultra-high speed burnisher
which gives floor care professionals the options they want to
which gives floor care professionals the options they want to
customize a machine to their needs.
customize a machine to their needs.
A. On-board, 12-volt, electric starter and clutch
A. On-board, 12-volt, electric starter and clutch
B. 18 HP, 603cc, Kawasaki engine uses 34 percent less fuel and
B. 18 HP, 603cc, Kawasaki engine uses 34 percent less fuel
requires 40 percent fewer oil changes than other machines
and requires 40 percent fewer oil changes than other
in its class; great for job sites without power
machines in its class; great for job sites without power
C. RokBak™ action allows for quick and simple pad changing
C. RokBak™ action allows for quick and simple pad changing
D. Catalytic muffler exceeds EPA and CARB minimum
D. Catalytic muffler exceeds EPA and CARB minimum
requirements
requirements
E. Convenient access to filters for easy cleaning
E. Convenient access to filters for easy cleaning
F. Triple-anchor, welded adjustable handle for
F. Triple-anchor, welded adjustable handle for
maneuverability
maneuverability
G. Soft-tread adjustable wheels for tool-free pressure
G. Soft-tread adjustable wheels for tool-free pressure
adjustment
adjustment
H. Integral metal skirt works in conjunction with an on-board
H. Integral metal skirt works in conjunction with an ondust bag
board dust bag
I. “Hot at four o’clock” setup reduces torque for true and
I. “Hot at four o’clock” setup reduces torque for true and
straight operation
straight operation

E

G

I

C

H

Width

14200 SPECIFICATIONS
28"
14200 SPECIFICATIONS

Height
Width

47 ½"
28"

Length
Height

60 ¼
47 ½"

Weight
(with tank)
Length

247 lb60 ¼

RPMWeight (with tank)
HP RPM

1800247 lb
18 1800

HP

18
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HAND-HELD
GRINDERS AND
POLISHERS
Small but mighty, National’s hand-held grinders deliver
the perfect solution for hard-to-reach places.

36
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3420, 3432,
3435
HAND-HELD
GRINDERS

HAND-HELD
HANDHELD GRINDERS AND POLISHERS

FEATURES
Available in 5” and 7” models, these electric, right-angle
grinders are hand-held and can be used for a variety of
concrete floor preparation applications, including concrete
cleaning and leveling, as well as mastic, urethane, epoxy
paint, and coatings removal.
• Durable convertible polyurethane dust shroud enables
detailed nearly dustless edge grinding
• Works with HEPA dust collectors; attach using
the two-inch inlet port connector located on the
convertible dust shroud
• Loop handle for precision, fewer swirl marks, and less
operator fatigue
• Accommodates multiple styles of diamond turbo
cup wheels
• Will remove thin-set

3420 Grinder

3435 Grinder

3432 Grinder/Polisher

SPECIFICATIONS
3420

3435

3432

Disk Size:

7”

5”

5”

Weight*:

16 lb

7 lb

10 lb

Variable Speed:

No

Yes

Yes

RPM:

6600

7000-10,500

700-2200

Voltage:

115

115

115

Frequency:

60 Hz

60 Hz

60 Hz

Amps:

15

12.2

10

*Measurements are without tooling attached.

Grinds to the wall with ease

Inclusions
• 3420: Includes a loop handle and 3440 polyurethane
convertible dust shroud
• 3435: Includes post handle and 3439-1 polyurethane
convertible dust shroud
• 3432: Includes loop handle, 5-inch Velcro adapter, and 34391 polyurethane convertible dust shroud
Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3535

HANDHELD GRINDERS AND POLISHERS

FEATURES

CORNER PREPARATION
AND POLISHING TOOL

This machine works in area’s which most hand-held
grinders do not. Grind and polish in corners and under
low obstacles such as toe kicks, inside corners, under
railings, and around door frames.
A. Accommodates brazed diamonds and polishing
pads, from 16- to 3000-grit; supports corner work
in partnership with all other National surface
preparation tools
B. Variable-speed, right-angle motor powers numerous
tooling options with an oscillating motion
C. Loop handle enables precision and decreases
operator fatigue

C

B
A

Grinds and polishes in corners
and under low obstacles

3535 SPECIFICATIONS
Width*:

6"

Length*:

24"

Weight*:

18 lb

Variable Speed:

Yes

RPM:

0-6000

Voltage:

115

Amps:

13

*Measurements are without tooling attached.

Included with the 3535
• Solid aluminum, diamond check-plate carrying case
• Two diamond-pad holders
• Two corner-diamond holders
• Left-hand and right-hand post tools
• Wrench

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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HAND-HELD GRINDERS AND POLISHERS

ACCESSORIES
CUP WHEELS
Industry-leading cup wheels come in various configurations and are ideal for coating removal, grinding high spots, and
cleaning along walls. PCD wheels stay sharper longer under adverse conditions.

Part #

Size Segment Thread

3444

7”

12

5/8–11

3445

7”

24

3420-2

7”

3449

RPM

Use With

Best Use

8,500

3420

Remove epoxies, mastics, paints and coatings

5/8–11

8,500

3420

Concrete cleaning and planing, remove thin mil sealer

24

7/8, 5/8 hole

8,500

3420,3425

Smooths concrete and masonry

5”

9

7/8, 5/8 hole

13,300

3435

Remove epoxies, mastics, paints and coatings

3450

5”

18

7/8, 5/8 hole

13,300

3435

Concrete cleaning and planing, remove thin mil sealer

3443
PCD Cup Wheel

7”

24

7/8, 5/8 hole

8,500

3420, 3425

Paint grinding and removal of gummy adhesive,
elastomeric, epoxy and thin-set

3444

3445

3420-2

3432 AND 3535 VELCRO ATTACHMENTS
Part #

Description

Best Use

5 INCH VELCRO BRAZED DIAMONDS - HEAVY COMMERCIAL
9235-16

16 GRIT

Removes thin epoxy, paint, stain, adhesives and heavy sealers

9235-30

30 GRIT

Removes adhesives, heavy and light sealers

9235-50

50 GRIT

Creates a 'broom finish' on soft concrete surfaces; first stage to polishing concrete

9235-100

100 GRIT

Creates a 'broom finish' on soft concrete surfaces; first stage to polishing concrete

5 INCH VELCRO CONCRETE POLISHING PADS (USED IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER TO ACHIEVE RESULTS)
9267-50

50 GRIT

Achieve a 'no reflection' polished concrete

9267-100

100 GRIT

Follows 9267-50 to create a 'little reflection' polished concrete

9267-200

200 GRIT

Follows 9267-100 to create a 'moderate reflection' polished concrete

9267-400

400 GRIT

Follows 9267-200 to create a 'satin reflection' polished concrete

9267-800

800 GRIT

Follows 9267-400 to create a 'shine' polished concrete

9267-1500

1500 GRIT

Follows 9267-800 to create a 'high shine' polished concrete

9267-3000

3000 GRIT

Follows 9267-1500 to create a 'mirror' polished concrete

9235-16

9267-50

CORNER RESIN

CORNER BRAZED
9420-30

30-grit corner brazed

9435-50

50-grit corner resin

9420-50

50-grit corner brazed

9435-100

100-grit corner resin

9420-100

100-grit corner brazed

9435-200

200-grit corner resin

9435-400

400-grit corner resin

9435-800

800-grit corner resin

9435-1500

1500-grit corner resin

9435-3000

3000-grit corner resin

9435-50

9420-30
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SHOT
BLASTERS
National’s shot blasters strip, clean, and
profile in a single time-saving step.
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3395

SHOT MACHINES
BLASTERS
SHOT BLAST

8-INCH
SHOT BLASTER

FEATURES
This 3395 strips, cleans and profiles in a single time-saving
step. Compact and affordable, it offers mobility and versatility
for small- to mid-sized applications.
A. Squeezing the shot-valve handle starts the blast wheel
while simultaneously opening the shot valve; shot valve
closes and blast wheel ceases automatically when the
operator is not present
B. Height-adjustable handle with built-in operator controls
C. For line-stripe preparation and removal, optional blastreduction liners reduce the blast-pattern width from 8
inches to 6, 4, or 2 inches
D. Maximizes separation of dust from the abrasive
E. Close-faced blast-wheel design directs more steel abrasive
to the surface, resulting lower maintenance costs
F. Front swivel casters increase maneuverability and control
for a more uniform and consistent profile

A

B

E
D
C

F

3395 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

12”

Blasting Width:

8”

Max. Height:

41 ½
”

Min. Height:

32”

Max. Leng th:

43”

Min. Leng th:

36 ½
”

Weight:

116 lb

Speed:

Manual

Blasting Capacity:

Up to 400 sq ft /hr

Voltage:

115

HP:

1.5

Current:

Recommend using a 20 amp circuit breaker
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3396

SHOT BLAST MACHINES

8-INCH
SHOT BLASTER

FEATURES
The production ability of the 3396 sets a new industry
standard in 8-inch shot blasters. Compact for mobility and
versatility for small- to mid-sized applications.
A. Shot valve handle causes abrasive media to
simultaneously feed and start the blast wheel; shot
valve closes and blast wheel ceases automatically when
the operator is not present
B. Height-adjustable handle with built-in operator controls
C. For line-stripe preparation and removal, optional blastreduction liners reduce the blast pattern width from 8
inches to 6, 4, or 2 inches
D. Maximizes separation of dust from the abrasive
E. Close-faced blast-wheel design directs more steel
abrasive to the surface, resulting lower maintenance
costs
F. Front swivel casters increase maneuverability and
control for a more uniform and consistent profile

A

B

E

C

F

D

3396 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

12”

Blasting Width:

8”

Max. Height:

40 ½”

Min. Height:

37 ½”

Max. Length:

48 ¾”

Min. Length:

46 ½”

Weight:

288 lb

Speed:

0-98 ft/min

Blasting Capacity:

Up to 800 sq ft /hr

Voltage:

230

Motor Phase:

3

HP:

5.3

Amps:

30

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3397

BLASTERS
SHOTSHOT
BLAST
MACHINES

10.5-INCH
SHOT BLASTER

FEATURES
This 3395 strips, cleans and profiles in a single timesaving step. Compact and affordable, it offers mobility and
versatility for small- to mid-sized applications.

A

B

G
F
D

A. Squeezing the shot-valve handle starts the blast wheel
while simultaneously opening the shot valve; shot valve
closes and blast wheel ceases automatically when the
operator is not present; self-propelled forward drive;
variable speed
B. Height-adjustable handle, ergonomic blast-wheel
placement and shot blast controls reduce operator
fatigue
C. For line stripe separation, optional alternative liners
reduce the blast pattern width from 8 inches to 6, 4, or
2 inches
D. In-line preparation system maximizes separation of
abrasives and dust, setting a new industry standard for
8-inch shot blasters
E. Front swivel casters increase maneuverability and
control for a more uniform and consistent profile
F. Side-slide removable shot screen is easy to access and
clean
G. Rebound hopper incorporates a newly designed rearfacing vacuum port for improved air flow
H. Left-side base magnet may be replaced with a standard
edge-blasting plate for surface access within 1/2 inch of
the wall

H
C
E

3397 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

15 ½”

Blasting Width:

10 ½”

Max. Height:

45 ½”

Min. Height:

41 ¼”

Max. Length:

53”

Min. Length:

50”

Weight:

384 lb

Speed:

0-98 ft/min

Blasting Capacity:

Up to 1300 sq ft /hr

Voltage:

230

HP:

10

Amps:

35
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3398

FEATURES

12.5-INCH
SHOT BLASTER

SHOT BLAST MACHINES

The workhorse of National’s shot blasting line, the 3398
combines a 15HP-blast motor and 12 1/2-inch blasting
width for impressive production capacity.
A. Variable-speed, self-propelled forward and reverse
drive for a consistent surface profile; handle blast
controls reduce operator fatigue
B. Side-force, gap-free, interlocking lining system
eliminates wear to the blast housing for lower
maintenance
C. Side-slide removable shot screen is easy to remove
and clean
D. Main high-speed blast wheel bearing is collar
mounted for easy blast-wheel shaft tuning
A

3398 ADVANTAGES

C

• Cord management system
• The National 3398 blasting system is 350 lbs lighter as a

B

whole compared to comparable blasters in its class
• Standard base transport lift for ease of mobility

D

3398 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

19 ½”

Blasting Width:

12 1/2”

Height:

54”

Length:

65 ½”

Weight:

682 lb

Speed:

0-98 ft/min

Blasting Capacity:

Up to 2200 sq ft/hr

Voltage:

460/480 Three-phase

HP:

15

Amps:

60

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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SHOT BLASTERS

SHOT BLAST ACCESSORIES
6551: MAGNETIC SHOT SWEEPER

3397-201000054: TOP LINER

This sweeper is ideal for steel shot, and it picks up metal debris quickly
and easily. Includes:

3396-201000002: WHEEL KIT

• Release handle
• Height-adjustable settings of 1, 2 and 3 inches
• Wheeled construction makes it easy to push across surfaces.
• 24-inch magnet, 25-inch width

3397-201000418: RIGHT-SIDE BRUSH

6555: HAND MAGNETIC

3398-201000233: RIGHT-/LEFT-SIDE LINER

3397-201000417: LEFT-SIDE BRUSH

Hand-held magnet designed for loading and unloading media into shot
blast machines.

SHOT
3404: S-280, 50-pound bag
3411: S-330, 50-pound bag

3395-201000199: LEFT-SIDE LINER
3395-201000200: RIGHT-SIDE LINER
3395-201000201: TOP LINER

3398-201000530: TOP LINER
3398-201000001: 200MM WHEEL KIT
3398-201000494: REAR SEAL
3398-201000027: RIGHT-SIDE BRUSH
3396-201000800: RIGHT-SIDE BRUSH
3396-201000799: LEFT-SIDE BRUSH

3395-201000145: 165MM WHEEL KIT
3395-201001726: 2-INCH REDUCER
3395-201001725: 4-INCH REDUCER
3395-201001724: 6-INCH REDUCER
3395-201000202: RIGHT/LEFT-SIDE BRUSH
3396-201000070: LEFT-SIDE LINER

6551

3396-201000071: RIGHT-SIDE LINER
3396-201000072: TOP-LINER
3396-201000002: WHEEL KIT
3396-201001723: 2-INCH REDUCER
3396-201001722: 4-INCH REDUCER
3396-201001721: 6-INCH REDUCER
3396-201000800: RIGHT-SIDE BRUSH

6555

3396-201000799: LEFT-SIDE BRUSH
3397-201000052: LEFT-SIDE LINER
3397-201000053: RIGHT-SIDE LINER
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SCARIFIERS

Built for both light and heavy-duty surface preparation,
including coatings, overlayments,floor covering installation,
and more, National’s scarifiers are engineered with centrally
located weight to stay steadily in the cut. An adjustable
handle and tri-wheel eradicator enables these machines
to tip back and tilt from side to side. All are built from the
industry’s strongest solid-welded steel construction.
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99165

SCARIFIERS
SCARIFIERS

6.5-INCH
SCARIFIER

FEATURES
Built with the industry’s strongest solid-welded steel
construction, the 99165 comes equipped with a specialty
drum system designed to remove paint, thin mill
coatings, line striping, carpet adhesives, and other refined
applications. It prepares concrete surfaces for coatings,
overlayments, floor installation and more.
A. Feather-like adjustable knob precisely aligns depth and
contact pressure settings
B. Standard dust-collector port for an environmentally
friendly and dustless operation
C. Quick-change drum system; balanced drums turn at 1400
RPM for high productivity with accurate results

A

B

C

99165 SPECIFICATIONS
Machine Width

14 ½”

Milling Width

6 ½”

Height

40 ½”

Length

22”

Weight

82 lb

Voltage

115

Hz

60

Phase

Single

RPM

1400

Motor

2 HP
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99200

8-INCH
SCARIFIER

B

FEATURES

SCARIFIERS

Built with the industry’s strongest solid-welded, steelframe construction, the 99200 comes equipped with a
specialty drum system designed to remove paint, thin
mill coatings, line striping, carpet adhesives, and other
refined applications. It prepares concrete surfaces for
coatings, overlayments, floor installation, and more.
A. Feather-like adjustable knob precisely aligns depth
and contact pressure settings
B. Tubular handle includes nearly dust collection inlet
for a dustless operation
C. Quick-change drum system; balanced drums turn at
2870 RPM for high productivity and accurate results

A

C

99200 SPECIFICATIONS
Machine Width

14 ½”

Milling Width

8”

Height

41”

Length

33”

Weight

131 lb

Voltage

230

Hz

60

Phase

Single

RPM

2870

Motor

3.5 HP

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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99250

SCARIFIERS
SCARIFIERS

10-INCH
SCARIFIER

A

FEATURES
The 99250 is a professional-grade scarifier that features
the industry’s strongest solid-welded steel construction.
It removes knock-down texture systems, paint, epoxy
coatings, line striping, curled joints, sidewalk trip hazards,
thermoplastics, carpet adhesives, and other applications,
while preparing surfaces for coatings, overlayments, floor
coverings, and more.
A. Feather-like adjustable knob precisely aligns depth and
contact pressure settings
B. Quick-change drum system includes 8.55 cutters for bulkremoval application; balanced drums turn at 2870 RPM for
high productivity and accurate results
C. Standard dust collector port for an environmentally
friendly and nearly dustless operation
D. Fits a wide variety of cutters and accessories to enhance
production rates, create infinite profile patterns, and
accommodate a variety of depth settings for even the
most difficult jobs

C

B
D

99200 SPECIFICATIONS
Machine Width

17”

Milling Width

10”

Height

47”

Length

46”

Weight

290 lb

Voltage

230

Hz

60

Phase

Three

RPM

2870

Motor

7.75 HP

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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99E

SCARIFIERS

3.5-INCH
SCARIFIER

FEATURES
The 99E is a sleek and powerful machine designed for
detailed edge work. Its movement delivers a variety
of depth settings for multiple removal and cleaning
applications.
A. Mounted switch box houses emergency stop and
safety controller; equipped with an integrated undervoltage automatic release to protect operator from
power fluctuations and prevent substrate damage
B. Easy-to-use control wheel for precision depth
control; step-less depth setting for simple switch
adjustments
C. Wheel stopper for absolute fixation
D. “Side-slide” drum assembly for quick drum or cutter
changes; can be set on the left or right side for
edging operation

A

B

D
C

99E SPECIFICATIONS
Machine Width

17”

Milling Width

3 ½”

Height

42”

Length

31 ½”

Weight

148 lb

Voltage

230

Hz

60

Phase

Single

RPM

1340

Motor

2 HP

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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SCARIFIERS

SCARIFIER TOOLING
AND ACCESSORIES
RS-165-2851:

RS-165-158:

Complete rebuild kit of tungsten-tipped cutters and washers

Complete drum assembly with TMO cutters and washers

RS-165-285:

RS-165-091:

Complete drum assembly with tungsten-tipped cutters and washers

Complete drum assembly with silicon brush

RS-165-1571:

RS-165-0661: BELT

Complete rebuild kit of flat, sharp-tip star cutters and washers

RS-165-157:

RS-165-260:
Drum and shafts (no cutters or washers)

Complete drum assembly with flat sharp tip star cutters and washers

RS-165-1581:
Complete rebuild kit of TMO cutters and washers

2015 | Surface Preparation | Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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DUST
COLLECTORS
National builds the industry’s leading performance dust
collectors, safely containing the maximum amount of
even the finest airborne particles. They efficiently collect
powders, concrete dust, wood dust, and many other worksite by-products. When used with HEPA, or optional HEPA,
filters (depending on model), they are among the safest in
the industry.
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3402

3402-W

DUST COLLECTORS
DUST COLLECTORS

DUST
COLLECTOR

FEATURES
The 3402 collects the finest particles, powders, and byproducts of both concrete and wood material.
A. 50-pound (9-gallon) capacity dust pan; one-step removal
feature for simple cleaning and maintenance; foot lever
activated
B. Two 115-volt motors for maximum CFM
C. Crush-proof (2” x 25”) collection hose (not shown)
D. Heavy-duty, self-locking casters
E. Industry-leading micro-clean filtration
F. Compression composite fiberglass housing

B
E
C
F

A
D

3402/3402-W SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage

115/230

Phase

Single

Hz

60

Amps

19

HP

3.5

Vacuum Pressure /Hg

7.1

Air Movement (cfm)

200

Filter Area (ft²)

13

Filter Efficiency

99.00% @ 0.5 microns

Noise Emission (dBA)

78

Inlet

2”

Weight

99 lb

Length

34”

Width

19 ½”

Height

44”

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3409
3409

DUST
COLLECTOR
DUST
COLLECTOR

3409-W

3409-W

E

B

FEATURES

DUST COLLECTORS

The larger, quieter, and more efficient big brother of
the 3402, the 3409 is engineered to contain the finest
particles, powders and by-products of both concrete
Theand
larger,
quieter,
and more efficient big brother of the 3402,
wood
material.
the 3409 is engineered to contain the finest particles, powders
50-pound (9-gallon)
capacityand
dustpan;
oneandA.by-products
of both concrete
wood material.
step removal feature for simple cleaning and
A. 50-pound
(9-gallon)
capacity
dustpan;
one-step
removal
maintenance;
available
with
HEPA filters
for finefeature
for filtration
simple cleaning
and maintenance;
particle
at 0.3 microns;
foot leveravailable
actuatedwith
HEPA filters for fine-particle filtration at 0.3 microns; foot
B. Two 115-volt, 1200-watt motors with 3.2 HP for
lever actuated
maximum CFM; silencer box covers motors for
B. Two
115-volt,
1200-watt motors with 3.2 HP for maximum
quieter
operation
CFM; silencer box covers motors for quieter operation
C. Crush-proof (2” x 25”) collection hose (not shown)
C. Crush-proof (2” x 25”) collection hose (not shown)
D. Heavy-duty, self-locking casters
D. Heavy-duty, self-locking casters
E. Industry-leading micro-clean filtration
E. Industry-leading micro-clean filtration
F. Compression composite fiberglass housing
F. Compression composite fiberglass housing

FEATURES

INCLUDEDWITH
WITH3409
3409
INCLUDED
• 30-foot visibility cord

C

• 30-foot visibility cord

F

ACCESSORIES
3402-3: Hose Coupler
3402-5: Replacement 2” x 25’ hose with cuff

A

3402-5A: Replacement cuff only

D

3402-7: 45” wand
3402-9: HEPA module

3409/3409-W SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage

115

Phase

Single

Hz

60

HPEfficiency
Filter

3.2 @ 0.5 microns
99.00%

Vacuum
Pressure
Noise
Emission
(dBA) /Hg

70 7.2

Air Movement (cfm)
Inlet

200
2 ¾”

Filter Area (ft²)
Weight
Filter Efficiency
Length
Noise Emission (dBA)
Width
Inlet
Height
Weight

16928
lb
99.00% @ 0.5 microns
32”
70
20”
2 ¾”
51”
169 lb

3402-10: 20” adjustable-height floor tool
3402-15: Replacement vac to hose connector
3409-6: Floor-sweep attachment (3409-W)
RU-30091: Replacement filter

3409/3409-W 17SPECIFICATIONS
Amps
Voltage
115
HP
3.2
Phase
Single
Vacuum Pressure /Hg
7.2
Hz
60
Air Movement (cfm)
200
Amps
Filter
Area (ft²)
28 17

Length

32”

Width

20”

Height

51”

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3472

3472-W

DUST COLLECTORS

DUST
COLLECTOR

FEATURES

DUST COLLECTORS

National Flooring Equipment’s most popular dust collector,
the 3472 is ideal for use with 16-inch planetary grinders and
polishers, as well as a variety of hand-held grinders and our
6.5-inch scarifier.
Among the industry’s safest, National’s HEPA dust
collectors exhaust clean HEPA-filtrated air and are more
efficient for the fast recovery of bulk dry dust and debris.
The 3472 safely contains even the finest airborne particles
and efficiently collect powders, concrete dust, wood dust
and other by-products.
A. Manually purged jet-pulse filter cleaning system purges
the pre-filter within the filtration chamber for consistent
airflow and minimized dust-collection hazards
B. Nine-square-foot HEPA filter is individually tested and
certified with a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at 0.3
microns
C. Tank contents are deposited directly into a single plastic
liner for nearly dust-free handling and disposal; corrosionresistant steel secures the filtration chamber during
operation and transport
D. Hygienically standardized exhaust by-product is noncontaminate through the recovery of bulk dry dust
and debris
E. Padded steel handle offers mobility at congested job sites
F. 10-inch rear wheels guide the dust collector smoothly
over power cords or obstructions

A

E

B

D

BUCKET NOT AVAILABLE
C

F

Included with the 3472 and 3472-W
• Ships with a sixteen-foot dust-collection hose
• Three-piece wand
• Swivel floor-tool attachment
• Instruction manual

3472/3472-W SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage

115/230

Phase

Single

Hz

50/60

Amps

9.8

Vacuum Pressure /Hg

90 Water Lift

Air Movement (cfm)

129

Filter Area (ft²)

9

Filter Efficiency

99.97% @ 0.3 microns

Noise Emission (dBA)

70

Inlet

2”

Weight

66 lb

Length

31 ½”

Width

15 ¾”

Height

41 ½”

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3474-L
3474-L

DUST
COLLECTOR
DUST
COLLECTOR

D
B

A

C

FEATURES

DUST COLLECTORS

The 3474-L engages two commercial-grade motors and
is designed for use with small- to mid-sized planetary
grinders, 115-volt, 8-inch shot blasters, 6.5- and 8-inch
scarifiers,
andengages
hand-held
grinders.
The 3474-L
twoedge
commercial-grade
motors and is
designed
for
use
with
smallto
mid-sized
planetary
Among the industry’s safest, National’s HEPA dust grinders,
115-volt, exhaust
8-inch shot
blasters,
6.5- and 8-inch
scarifi
collectors
clean
HEPA-filtrated
air and
are ers, and
hand-held
edge
more
efficient
for grinders.
the fast recovery of bulk dry dust
andAmong
debris.the
The
3474-L safely
contains
even
the dust
finestcollectors
industry’s
safest,
National’s
HEPA
airborne
and efficiently
powders,
exhaustparticles
clean HEPA-fi
ltrated aircollect
and are
more efficient for
concrete
woodofdust,
otherand
by-products.
the fastdust,
recovery
bulk and
dry dust
debris. The 3474L
safely
contains
even
the
fi
nest
airborne
particles
A. Two independently tested and certified HEPA
filtersand
effi
ciently
collect
powders,
concrete
dust,
wood
dust, and
with a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at 0.3 microns;
other
by-products. steel secures the filtration
corrosion-resistant
chamber
during operation
and
transport
A.
Two independently
tested
and
certified HEPA filters with
a minimum pre-filter
efficiencyconsists
of 99.97%
microns;
corrosionB. Cone-shaped
of at
18 0.3
square
feet of
resistant steel secures the filtration chamber during
material
operation
transportrating for occupied spaces
C. Operates
at aand
low-decibel
Cone-shaped
lter at
consists
of 18 job
square
D. B.
Steel
handle for pre-fi
mobility
congested
sitesfeet of
material
E. 10-inch rear wheels guide the dust collector
C.
Operates
at apower
low-decibel
rating
for occupied spaces
smoothly
over
cords and
obstructions
D. Steel handle for mobility at congested job sites
E. 10-inch rear wheels guide the dust collector smoothly over
power cords and obstructions

FEATURES

Included with the 3474-L
E

• Ships with a seventeen-foot dust-collection hose
• Two-piece wand (2-inch by 5-feet long)
• Swivel floor-tool attachment (2-inch by 14.5-inch)
• Instruction
• Ships withmanual
a seventeen-foot dust-collection hose
• Two-piece wand (2-inch by 5-feet long)
• Swivel floor-tool attachment (2-inch by 14.5-inch)
• Instruction manual

3474-L SPECIFICATIONS

Included with the 3474-L

ACCESSORIES

Voltage

115

Phase

Single

80039: Vacuum splitter allows two machines to operate
from one vacuum

50/60

3474-200900050: Conical pre-filter (3474-L)

Hz SPECIFICATIONS
3474-L
Amps
Voltage

11519.6

Phase
HP

Single
3.4

HzVacuum Pressure /Hg

100 Water Lift
50/60

Air Movement (cfm)
Amps

258
19.6

HPFilter Area (ft²)

3.418

Filter Effi
ciency/Hg
Vacuum
Pressure
Noise Emission (dBA)
Air Movement (cfm)
Inlet
Filter Area (ft²)

10099.97%
Water @
Lift0.3 microns
70
258
2”
18

Weight
Filter
Efficiency

103 lb @ 0.3 microns
99.97%

Noise
Emission (dBA)
Length

70 27 ¾”

Inlet
Width

2” 21 ½”

Weight
Height

10349”
lb

Length

27 ¾”

Width

21 ½”

Height

49”

3476-200900051: Conical pre-filter (3477)
402037: HEPA Filter
3477-201000590: 2.5-inch- to 3-inch connector
3476-1376013: Longopac

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3477
3477

DUST COLLECTORS

DUST
COLLECTOR
DUST
COLLECTOR

FEATURES

DUST COLLECTORS

The 3477 works in conjunction with mid-sized to large (18” to
26”) planetary grinders, 8-inch shot blasters and more. This
unit is equipped with three large commercial grade motors
and3477
three
independently
tested
certifiedtoHEPA
The
works
in conjunction
withand
mid-sized
largefilters.
(18” to
26”)
planetary
grinders,
8-inch
shot
blasters
and
more.
This
Among the industry’s safest, National’s HEPA dust collectors
unit
is
equipped
with
three
large
commercial
grade
motors
exhaust clean HEPA-filtrated air and are more efficient forand
the
three
independently
and and
certifi
ed HEPA
filters.
fast recovery
of bulktested
dry dust
debris.
They
safely contain

FEATURES

even the
airborne
particles
and HEPA
efficiently
Among
thefinest
industry’s
safest,
National’s
dust collect
collectors
powders,
concrete
wood
andmore
othereffi
by-products.
exhaust
clean
HEPA-fidust,
ltrated
air dust
and are
cient for
the fast recovery of bulk dry dust and debris. They safely
A. Three independently tested and certified HEPA filters
contain even the finest airborne particles and efficiently collect
with a minimum efficiency of 99.97% at 0.3 microns
powders, concrete dust, wood dust and other by-products.
B. Manual-purge, jet-pulse filter cleaning system purges the
A. Three
independently
tested
and certifi
ed HEPA fihazards
lters with
pre-filter
for consistent
airflow
and minimized
a
minimum
effi
ciency
of
99.97%
at
0.3
microns
C. Innovative dolly design enables easy loading
B.D.Manual-purge,
filterlockable
cleaningfront
system
purges
the
Oversized rearjet-pulse
wheels and
swivel
casters
pre-fi
lter
for
consistent
airfl
ow
and
minimized
hazards
easily navigate congested job sites
C.E.Innovative
dolly
design enables
loading
The massive
pre-filter
has overeasy
50 square-feet
of media,
D. Oversized
rear
wheels
and
lockable
front
swivel
casters
constructed in a cone shape to reduce filter
loading
easily navigate congested job sites
E. The massive pre-filter has over 50 square-feet of media,
constructed in a cone shape to reduce filter loading

B

E

A

Included with the 3477

• Two industrial-grade dust collection hoses (25’ x 2 ½” and
30’ x 3”)
• Two-piece wand
• Swivel
floor-tool attachment
• Two
industrial-grade
dust collection hoses (25’ x 2 ½” and
• Instruction
manual
30’
x 3”)
• Two-piece wand
• Swivel floor-tool attachment
• Instruction manual

Included with the 3477

D

C

3477 SPECIFICATIONS

ACCESSORIES

Voltage

230

Phase

Single

80039: Vacuum splitter allows two machines to operate
from one vacuum

50/60

3474-200900050: Conical pre-filter (3474-L)

Hz
Amps
Voltage
Vacuum Pressure /Hg
Phase
Air Movement (cfm)
Hz
Pre-filter Area (ft²)
AmpsArea (ft²)
Filter

3477 SPECIFICATIONS
14.8
230
110 Water Lift
Single
353
50/60
50
14.8
27

Vacuum
Filter
EffiPressure
ciency /Hg

110 Water
99.97%
@ Lift
0.3 microns

Air Movement
Noise
Emission (cfm)
(dBA)

353
70

Pre-filter Area (ft²)
Inlet

50
3”

Filter Area (ft²)
Weight
Filter Efficiency
Length
Noise Emission (dBA)
Width
Inlet
Height
Weight

27 lb
134
99.97% @ 0.3 microns
36”
70
24”
3”
59 ½”
134 lb

Length

36”

Width

24”

Height

59 ½”

3476-200900051: Conical pre-filter (3477)
402037: HEPA Filter
3477-201000590: 2.5-inch- to 3-inch connector
3476-1376013: Longopac

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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3482
3482

DUST
COLLECTOR
DUST
COLLECTOR
F

C

D

FEATURES

DUST COLLECTORS

Designed to work in tandem with the industry’s largest
shot blast machines, the 3482’s auto-pulsing feature
cleans the six industrial filters three times more often
than
competitor
Thewith
result
longer filter
life shot
Designed
to workmodels.
in tandem
theisindustry’s
largest
and
higher
vacuum
efficiency.
blast machines, the 3482’s auto-pulsing feature cleans the

FEATURES

six28-gallon,
industrial200-pound
filters threedust
times
often than
competitor
A.
binmore
for extends
blasting
models.
time The result is longer filter life and higher vacuum
effiSlide-lock
ciency. load/unload features for easy transport
B.
28-gallon,
C.A.Low
profile200-pound dust bin for extends blasting time
B. Auxiliary
Slide-lockair
load/unload
features for easy transport
D.
hose
Low profi
le
E.C. Wheel
locks
Auxiliary
F.D.706
CFM air hose
E. Wheel locks
F. 706 CFM

ACCESSORIES
80039: Vacuum splitter allows two machines to operate
from one vacuum
B

E

3482-306000002: Replacement filter
3482-50: Dust collection hose 5” x 50’

A

3482 SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage
Phase
Hz
Voltage

460/480
Three
3482 SPECIFICATIONS
60
460/480

Amps
Phase

16
Three

Hz Vacuum Pressure /Hg

60 N/A

AmpsAir Movement (cfm)
Filter Area (ft²)
Vacuum Pressure /Hg
Filter Efficiency
Air Movement (cfm)
Noise Emission (dBA)
Filter Area (ft²)
Inlet
Filter Efficiency
NoiseWeight
Emission (dBA)

16 706
108
N/A
N/A
706
N/A
108
5”
N/A
N/A 815 lb

InletLength

5” 55 ½”

Width
Weight

815 lb31 ½”

Height
Length

47 ½”
55 ½”

Width

31 ½”

Height

47 ½”

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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DUST COLLECTORS

DUST COLLECTOR ACCESSORIES
3402-3: HOSE COUPLER

80039: VACUUM SPLITTER

3402-5: REPLACEMENT 2” X 25’ HOSE WITH CUFF
3402-5A: REPLACEMENT CUFF ONLY

3474-200900050: CONICAL PRE-FILTER (3474-L)
3476-200900051: CONICAL PRE-FILTER (3477)

3402-7: 45” WAND

402037: HEPA FILTER

3402-9: HEPA MODULE
3402-10: 20” ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT FLOOR TOOL
3402-15: REPLACEMENT VAC TO HOSE CONNECTOR
3409-6: FLOOR-SWEEP ATTACHMENT (3409-W)
RU-30091: REPLACEMENT FILTER

Allows two machines to operate from one vacuum

3477-201000590: 2.5-INCH- TO 3-INCH CONNECTOR
3476-1376013: LONGOPAC
3482-306000002: REPLACEMENT FILTER (3482)
3482-50: DUST COLLECTION HOSE 5” X 50’ (3482)
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POWER
SCRAPERS

60
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POWER SCRAPERS
POWER AND HAND SCRAPERS

6300
6300

PORTA
PORTA
STRIPPER
STRIPPER

A

FEATURES
FEATURES
Great for rentals, National’s 6300 is the most maintenance-

Great for
National’s
is the
most any
maintenancefree stripper
on rentals,
the market.
It will 6300
remove
virtually
free adhered
stripper on
the flmarket.
It will
virtually any
substance
to the
oor, cleanly
andremove
smoothly.
substance adhered to the floor, cleanly and smoothly.
A. Stand-up or hand-held operation; stand-up handle delivers
A. Stand-up
operation;
stand-up
greater
pressureoronhand-held
the cutting
blade with
minimalhandle
fatigue
delivers
greater
pressure
on
the
cutting
blade
with
while hand-held operation can be utilized in tight
areas
minimal
fatigue
while
hand-held
operation
can
be
B. Assembles/disassembles in seconds
utilized in tight areas
C. Works with full-orbital random action that works over
B. or
Assembles/disassembles
in seconds
wood
concrete surfaces
C.
Works
with
full-orbital
random
action that works over
D. Fits a wide variety of blade sizes
wood or concrete surfaces
D. Fits a wide variety of blade sizes

INCLUDED WITH THE 6300
• 6201: 3” x 10” blade, .062 thickness for glued down carpet,
INCLUDED WITH THE 6300
tile, or resilient

6201:
x 10” .062
blade,
.062 thickness
forlinoleum
glued down
carpet,
• 6202:• 5”
x 6”3”blade,
thickness
for tile or
(wood)
tile,
orblade,
resilient
• 6203: 4”
x 6”
.062 thickness for tile or linoleum
• 6202: 5” x 6” blade, .062 thickness for tile or linoleum
(concrete)
(wood) diamond checkplate carrying case
• Solid aluminum,
• 6203: 4” x 6” blade, .062 thickness for tile or linoleum
(concrete)
• Solid aluminum, diamond checkplate carrying case

B

C

D

Width:

6300 SPECIFICATIONS
6300 SPECIFICATIONS
6”

Width:
Length:

57.5” 6”

Length:
Weight
with Handle:

30 lb 57.5”

Speed:Weight with Handle:

30 lb
Manual

RPM: Speed:

5000 Manual

RPM:
Voltage:

5000
115/230

HP: Voltage:

3.5

115/230

Amps:HP:

15

3.5

Amps:

15

Online help at training.nationalequipment.com
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1058

POWER
SCRAPER

FEATURES
Built to last for rental or commercial use, National’s
1058 removes vinyl tile, linoleum, ceramic tile, carpet,
roofing materials, paint build-up or glued-in hardwood.
A. Soft foam handle grip
B. Heavy-duty spring retainer for quick chisels changes
C. Runs using an air compressor

A

C

INCLUDED WITH THE 1058
• 4-inch flat chisel
B

ACCESSORIES FOR 1058
POWER SCRAPER
• 1058-1: Replacement 4-inch-wide flat chisel
• 1058-2: Optional 4-inch-wide scraper blade
• 1058-3: Optional 8-inch-wide scraper blade
• 1058-4: Optional 12-inch-wide scraper blade
• 1058-5: Optional adapter for scraper blade
(required for blade use)

1058 SPECIFICATIONS
Length:

53”

Length with Chisel:

60”

Weight:

17 lb

Bore:

1 ½”

Stroke:

1 ½”

Hits per Minute:

3,850

Air inlet:

½”

Air Consumption:

12 CFM @ 90 PSI

.580 Hex Chisel Bushing

364

HEAVY-DUTY,
8-INCH HEAD SCRAPER

FEATURES
A. Handle adjusts from 35 to 70 inches long; heaviest in
the industry
B. Up to 30 percent larger locking cam that will not slip;
15-inch angle head that is comfortable to hold
C. Uses 8-inch scraper blades

A

INCLUDED WITH THE 1058
• One 8-inch blade

B
C
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POWER AND HAND SCRAPERS

HEAVY-DUTY, 5-INCH HEAD SCRAPERS
361 MEDIUM ADJUSTABLE SCRAPER

A. Aluminum head
B. 5-inch-wide blade cleans floor surfaces with less
effort than wider models
C. Handle adjusts from 19 to 26 inches

C

A

INCLUDED WITH THE 361
• One 5-inch blade

361

B

366 ORCON® HEAVY-DUTY,
5-INCH SCRAPER

F

D. Aluminum head
E. 5-inch-wide blade cleans floor surfaces with less
effort than wider models
F. Handle is 13 inches long

D

INCLUDED WITH THE 366

366

E

• One 5-inch blade

REPLACEMENT BLADES FOR 361, 364, 366
*.032 thickness, unless specified

• 363-3: 4-inch replacement blade, 10 per package
• 363-3HD: 4” X .037” replacement blade, 10 per package
• 363-4: 4-inch replacement blade, 100 per package
• 363: 5-inch replacement blade, 100 per package
• 363-A: 5-inch replacement blade, 100 per package
• 363-1: 8-inch replacement blade, 10 per package
• 363-2: 8-inch replacement blade, 50 per package

SUPER SCRAPER BLADES™
Patent-pending notch simplifies the scraping process and is ideal for scraping glue. Heavy-duty Orcon® brand, .037 thickness.

370: SUPER SCRAPER™

371: SUPER SCRAPER™

• 4-inch blade, 10 per package

• 5-inch blade, 10 per package
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72

FEATURES

HIGH-POWERED
CARPET PULLER

The 71 and 72 carpet pullers offer patented technology
and are recognized by insurance companies to reduce
workers compensation.
A. Pulls carpet up to 12 feet wide at one time; in most
cases goods are reusable for relay or sale
B. Slow start for greater control; reduces likelihood
of tripping circuit breakers; integrated control
switches; troubleshoots most electrical problems
with LCD default display
C. Strongest pull bars in the industry
C

A
B

INCLUDED WITH THE 72
• 71-2: 46-inch pull bar
• Safety glasses
• Instruction manual

72 SPECIFICATIONS
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Width:

29 ½”

Height:

42” w/screen
10” when screen is folded

Length:

34”

Weight:

190 lb

Speed:

Up to 30 ft/min

HP:

1½

Voltage:

115/230

ACCESSORIES
• 71-1: 1-inch optional pull bar
• 71-P33: Replacement puller cord (3/8-inch diameter
x 50 feet)
• 71-P8: Replacement gripper strip (5 strips required
per base)
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POWERED CARPET PULLERS

POWERED CARPET
PULLER

FEATURES
This heavy-duty carpet-removal automatically locks into any
existing direct glued-down carpet and works over any type of
floor surface. It is quieter than a floor scrapper machine, can
withstand the abuse of day-in/day-out commercial use, and is
easy to use on any job site.
A. One-person operation; recognized by insurance companies
to reduce workers compensation
B. Sets up to pull caret in seconds, reducing labor costs;
quick shaft disengagement for fast re-hooking
C. High-polymer, low-stretch cord for safer winch
application (no cable)
D. Strongest pull bars in the industry; shark-toothed base
gripper teeth for super holding power on flat carpet

A

C
D
B

INCLUDED WITH THE 71
• 71-2: 46-inch pull bar
• Safety glasses
• Instruction manual

71 SPECIFICATIONS
Width:

29 ½”

Height:

42” w/screen
10” when screen is folded

Length:

34”

Weight:

185 lb

Speed:

15-22 ft/min

HP:

1

Voltage:

115/230

ACCESSORIES
• 71-1: 1-inch optional pull bar
• 71-P33: Replacement puller cord (3/8-inch diameter
x 50 feet)
• 71-P8: Replacement gripper strip (5 strips required
per base)
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SCORING TOOLS & SAFETY
SCORING
581 JUS-PUSH™ CUTTER
The 581 features a steel point that lifts flooring from the sub-floor for easy cutting.
It also cuts installed carpet or vinyl sheet from the standing position.
• Handle adjusts from 49 3/4 inches to 84 inches long
• Uses hook or utility blades 53-D or 53-E
• Includes one utility blade

SAFETY
447 CAUTION BARRICADE TAPE
Reusable roll for work sites, construction and hazardous areas.

581

• 1,000 feet long and 3 inches wide
• 2.5 ml tape thickness
• Yellow with black lettering

530 CIRCUIT GUARD
Abatement approved, this guard provides ground-fault protection and is a must
when operating a scraper or powered carpet puller around excessive moisture
areas, pool areas, and abatement work. Plugs into an existing three-wire, 120-volt
outlet.

447

6254 INDUSTRIAL HEAVY DUTY EXTENSION CORD
This 12/3, 50-foot all-weather cord works with up to 125 volts, 15 amps, and 1875
watts. UL-listed and meets OSHA-approved requirements.

1009 SAFETY GLASSES
Large frame, flat-fold side shields, clear lens, and ANSI certified.

530

6254
1009
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INDUSTRY-LEADING PRODUCTS
PROUD TO BE MADE IN AMERICA
SINCE 1968
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